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QUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
• 
" ... the hlack scholar's main Jask is lo 
cleanse his niind - and the minds of his 
people ~. of the white colonial attitudes 
to11•ard scholarsh ip and people as well." 
· -Nathan Hare 
The Challenge of a Black Scholar 
Washington DC has the highest prop::irtion 
ofblack owned businesses in the cuuntry 
with mare than 28%. 
Number black 
businesses up, 
census says 
By Beatrice Williar 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
As the U.S. is in 1he midst of what could possibly 
be considered economic disaster, the falte ring of 
America's major Fortune 500 corporations dampens 
tl1c possibility of an optimistic economic future. 
However, does the fall of the giants open doors 
for small business? Can black businesses experi-
ence growth in the 1990s? 
A recent survey of minority-owned bus inesses 
conducted every five years by the U.S. Department 
of Commerce Bureau of the Census shows,that the 
number of black businesses has increased signifi-
cantly since the 1970s. 
The Bureau of the Census' ''Survey of Minority-
Owned Business Enterprise 1987-1990,'' released in 
early February, shows that the District of Columbia 
has the highest proportion of black-owned business-
es in the cou11try, with more than 28 percen t. 
However\ nationally, Cal ifornia has the largest num-
ber· of black finns. c 
In 1987, 11 percent (approximately 47,728) of all 
black finns were located in this state. Other states 
which have large numbers qf· black firms include: 
New York, Texas, Georgia and Ill inois. These states 
Please see Census, pg. 'i'-3 
• 
• 
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Serving the Howard University community for more than 60 years 
' 
Hopkins, Bailey advance to run-off; 
Barkely, Bryan elected to the Board 
By Ken Robinson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The time was app;tren tly 
,; 11 :59:54 .. i11stead of th~ trade· 
mark ·· 11 :59:59" at the close of 
the polls Wednesday even ing for 
Donald Jean a11d Williatn ··so·· 
Martin , as they fell five votes 
short of qualifying for !lie Howard · 
University Stude111 Association 
run-off elec tior1s for tl1e HUSA 
_ pre~i.dent and vice-presidential 
pos1t1ons. . 
f \1an Hopk ins and Tene 
McCoy, the ··synerg)1•• sl:1te. led 
all presidential and vice-preside11-
tial candidates v.1ith 607 votes and 
will be in a run-off electio11 with 
Julius Baile)' and Erik DeShields. 
the ··po\ver of Experience'' sl<1te. 
who had 457 votes. 
According to Tene McCoy. 
vice-presiden tial candidate, ''We 
won the battle, and now it's time 
to win the war." Ivan Hopkins, the 
presidential candidate said, '· I 
believe the students of Howard 
University have begun to make 
tough choices ... we require I 00 
percent student support for our 
plans." 
A run-off speakout featuring 
1he two slates will be held 
Tuesday, Marcl1 10, in the School 
of Business Auditorium at 7 p. 111. 
The run-off election wil l be held 
on Wednesday, March 11. 
Chr is Co leman and Ka ren 
Sl~eppard came in third as they 
onl)' received 311 votes. ··11 
helped Ivan and Julius that they 
were the presidents of their 
respective schools,'' Coleman stal-
ed. No other representatives were 
available fo r comment at press 
SAVING OUR HISTORY 
' 
I 
I 
• 
time. 
Lynae Turner and Alli son 
Camey rounded out the presiden-
tial and vice-presidential slate vot-
ing, gathering 175 votes. 
After obtaining 0 percent of 
those polled at_ the first speak.out. 
(according to a poll conducted by 
the Elections Committee) Kevin 
Bryan pulled off somewhat of :1r1 
upset in the undergraduate tru stee 
elec1ions. He was declared tl1e 
winner after receiving 579 \'Oles. 
He bare ly edged out his closest 
competitor. Kali Jones who had 
537 votes. by only 42 votes. 
Monifa Tippel came in third place 
with 459 votes. 
The winner of the undergradu-
ate trustee election must get at 
least 30 percent of the vo te in 
order for 11 winner to be declared. 
Kevin Bryan finished with 36 per-
( 
;' 
cent of the vote. while Kali Jones 
garnered 34 percent of the vote. 
Thirty percent of the vote went to 
Monifa Tippet . 
In the graduate trustee elec· 
tions. Craig Barkely was the 
declared 1he \\' inner with 132 
votes. William Jones finished a 
distant second v.1ith 78 votes and 
George Holmes received on ly 43 
votes. 
According to elec1ions offi-
cials. 2,136 students vo1ed in this 
year 's e lections, the highest 
recorded voter turnout in the las! 
three years. According 10 the total 
number of votes cast for slates, 
however. only 2,002 students are 
recorded as h11,•ing voted. This is 
a difference of 134 votes, or seven 
percent of the votes. 
More results on pg. A3 
Karen Jefferson received a master's degree in library science from Atlanta University. 
Caretaker of university papers 
~ 
breaks traditional stereotypes 
By Carline Wlndall 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Tucked away on the ground floor of Founders Library, Moorland-
Spingam is a storehouse of knowledge rela1ing specifically to black his-
tory and culture. It houses the personal pl\pers of people like Kwame 
Nkrumah, E. Franklin Frazier. Paul Robeson, Anna J. Cooper and Mary 
March 6, 1992 
THE RESULTS 
HUSA 
Bailey/DeShlelds 457 
Coleman/Shepard 311 
Hopkins/McCoy 607 
Jean/Martin 452 
Turner/Carney 175 
Undegraduate 
Trustee 
Kevin Bryan 579 
Kali Jones 537 
Dara Tippit! 459 
Graduate Trustee 
Craig Barkely 132 
George Holmes 43 
William Jones 78 
KSUprotest 
leaders to 
visit campus 
Amnesty for participants 
in student protest 
reversed by Kentucky 
State Univ. president 
By George Daniels 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Six months after 43 Howard 
students joined several students 
at Kentucky State University 
(KSU) in a protest over the 
removal of the school 's presi-
dent. amnesty promised KSU 
st udent prote sters has been 
reversed . 
According to Faydra Fields, a 
Howard student who transferred 
from KSU after three years , 
''The Kentucy 
• 
State Mentality'' 
Date: March 1 O 
Time: 7:00pm 
Location: Locke 
Hall, Room 105 
sponsored by the Arts and 
Sciences student Council 
When black scholars and writers think of research into their history ChL1rch Terrell. approximately 15 KSU students 
and culture. in addition to the Schomburg Center in Harlem or the spe- If the stereotype of the librarian is white. middle-aged and staid, then who participated in the protest 
cial collections at historically black universities like Fisk, Tuskegee or Jefferson is the antithesis. She is black, young and lively and becomes last October are appealing pun-
Atlanta, they also think of the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center at animated whtn she speaks of books and her work a1 Moorland- SU ·d ishment by the K prest ent Howard University. Spingam. She said that she believes one reason why more college stu- . 
The management of what may be the largest and most important cen- den1s don't think about a career i11 librarianship is because of the poor Dr. Mary Smith. Fields said the 
ter for black historical research after the Library of Congress falls into image they have of librarians. student protesters have been 
the hands of an ip.dividua1 who has a personal background with the cen- ·'Very few librarians enjoy their work because they enjoy helping the ordered to perform 100 hours of 
ter. .public and working with int·onnation,'' she said. community se rvice and six 
Karen Jefferson, the curator of manuscripts, is responsible for ensur- Jefferson sees her role' and that of Moorland-Spingam as being in the weeks of social probation. All 
in~ that the thousands of documents in Moorland-Spingam are main- vanguard of helping to preserve the history. language and culture of four KS U Student Government 
ta1ned and available for the numerous researchers, writers and others blacks - not just of African-Americans, but of blacks throughout the Association leaders have also 
who use the center. African diaspora. She said that al1hough Moorland-Spingam is 75- been forced to resign. 
A past student of Howard University, Jefferson graduated with a years-old, it is still relatively young in l i~ra~ years and is still develop- Leaders of the KSU protest 
~egree in. history in 1974 and.wen~ on to gain a master's degree in ingitsresources. Thecenternowdoesa l1m11edamountofoutre~ch,but will visit campus Tuesday, 
library science from Atlanta Un1vers1ty in 1975. She admits she did not Jefferson said it is important for the center to establish and cultivate M<>r.'"4> lO to discuss the protest, 
set out to be a librarian but ''sort of stun1bled into it.'' links with the wider community. ....,... 11 
. ''I had intended to go to law school after Howard," she said, ' 'but a ''There is so much material out there that needs to be collected and how historically black co eges 
stint at the I i.bra~ of tl1e Sch.o~l of Divinity and the gentle encourage- preserved to document our history. I'm always encouraged and inspired, are becoming white and the 
ment of the l1brar1an Ethel W1ll1ams steered me toward library science." and Moorland gives support 10 all the new collections that are develop- overturning of their amnesty. 
She added, ''Even then I intended to become a law librarian." ing such as the Auburn Avenue Collection in A1lanta and the Margare1 The forum on ''The Kentucky 
Her involvement with the area of manuscripts came through an Walker Center in Mississippi," she said. State Mentality'' will be held in 
internship at the Atlanta University Library Special Collection. Jefferson paid special tribute to Dr. Elinor Sinne11, wl'lo retired from Locke Hall, Room 105 at 7 pm. 
A native of Florida who grew up in New Jersey, Jefferson represents Howard as chief librarian in June 1991. Among the speakers will be 
the tl}ird generation of women in her family who are college graduates. ''She was a seasoned. mature, professional librarian who had worked Kesha Stone, president of the 
Jefferson's return to the area was simply because ''I love Washington in Africa before she came here in 1980," she said. ·'Even though she KSU Student Government 
D.C., I love Howard University, that's why I came back." ' was an older woman and I was her supervisor, she took me under her Association, and Sandra Bassett 
She described herself as an avid reader, who continues to work at wing in a very positive way, treated me as a peer and taught me." and Keith Garner, two other 
Howard because of the c.urrent di.rector of Moorland-Spingam, Dr. Jefferson added, ''She not only guided me, but respected my ~inions 
Thomas Battle and Dr. Michael Winston, a former director who both and allowed me to guide her, which gave me confidence. I admired a lot protest leaders. 
saw the potential in her. ' of the things she [Sinnett) did , like going to Africa and developing The forum, sponsored by the 
''I was right out of school, naive, no real ambition, just working libraries in the community and she continues to be a great influence on Art s and Sciences Student 
somewhere that I liked, but they saw more in me than 1 saw in myself" me." Council, will also include 
she said. ''They had confidence in me and gave me the chance to devel- Jn remembering Jefferson , Sinnett said, '1 was impressed by Karen information on the history of 
op and acquire the skills I have today." because she looked so much like my older daughter. But I was also KSU and the state's attempt to 
Jefferson came on siaff as a technician in 1975, boeoming a librarian • Please see Stereotypes, pg. AJ tum the school into a two-year 
._s_ix_m_o_n_t_hs_l_•t_e_r_an_d_c_u_ra_to_r_o_f_m_an_usc_1i.;.pcs_in_198_7_. ------------------------------• community college . 
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Hoi;necoming 
chair brings 
~ . . . 
creative sp1r1t 
By Depelsha R. Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The "Homecoming Policy Board 
has chosen the Homecoming 
Chairperson for 1992. Steffanie Carr, 
a senior majoring in public relations, 
will coordinate next year 's fes1ivities. 
'' I'm trying to treat Homecoming 
like a P.R. [public relations] event 
because tha1's what it really is. We 
are also going to try to really work 
with the fact that it is Howard's !25th 
anniversary," Carr said. 
After filling out an application, 
being interviewed, and presenting an 
outline of some of the things she 
hopes to do next year. 
Carr was chosen by the 15 member 
board, made up of student leaders. 
administrators and representatives 
from the Alumni Association. 
Cary said that the gospel concen 
and rhe pop concert are the only 
activ ities that will definitely be con-
tinued. 
''Because of their success and pop-
ularily in the past, those two events 
are set in stone. Our budge! isn 't set 
yet, and we can't mafe definite deci-
sions until that is approved," she .s~ i d. 
Carr said that her main emphasis 
will be getting s1udents 10 be more 
involved in homecoming. She also 
hopes to have al least one event that 
students and alumni can enjoy togeth-
er. 
''We want 10 bring in alumni from 
around 1he country. I want to make 
By Joy Jensen 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
homecoming a Jot more sophisticat-
ed. Almost all of the activ ities in !he 
past have been geared toward stu-
dents. For example, \Ve could modify 
the variety show so that both studen1s 
and alu mni can enjoy it. I am also 
thinking of having something like a11 
alumni c ru ise !ike the Spirit of 
Washington,'' Colrr said. 
Carr added that she is defini1ely 
considering having some type of 
homecoming cabaret that all students 
can at1end. She wants student organi-
zations to work with her on generat-
ine ideas. 
~ .. i am open to i&eas. If so1;11eOne 
com"es to me with a good idea, r will 
be more than happ)' to incorporate it 
into 1he homecoming festiv ities." she 
said. 
Steffanie Carr was selected from three applicants for the 
position of Homecoming Steering Committee Chairperson. 
Carr, who will be graduating in 
December, has always been active on 
campus. In 1990·9 1. she was the 
Community Outrcac l1 Programs 
Director for the School of 
Com1nu11icatio11·s Student Co11 ncil. 
She said that the experience taught 
her ''how to deal with different per-
son{lli1ies," especially when people 
do not have the same mindset on 
completing what 11eeds to be done. 
This year, sl1e was Special 
Operations Director for the l-loward 
Unive rsity S111dent Association 
(HUSA), and worked with Patrice 
Grant in coordi11ating How<1rd Day 
on Capitol Hill. • 
Carr decided to apply for ~hon1e­
coming chairperson after working 
with CAPCOMM. tl1c Uni\•ersity stu-
• 
~~ri 
'\ 
dent public relations finn, in promot-
ing homecoming thi s year. '' It 
seemed like the natural move:· she 
said. 
When asked about the possibility 
of 1novi11g the homecoming game 10 
RFK stadium. Carr said, ''With the 
probleins we have had with home-
coming, it wi ll eventui1lly be 
i11evi1able. We will either have to 
rebuild Greene stadium or 1nove 
l1on1eco111ing. '' 
Carr has '"already intert'iewed peo-
ple for the other hon1eco1ning steer-
ing com1nittee positions. but her 
choices will not be official until 
approval by the Homecoming Policy 
Board. 
Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins. direc· 
tor of s1udent activities. is confident 
' .. 
, 
<;'n , 1-
__.],• 
-
·- ----- .. -
·----- --·-- ---- ~ 
-- -----· 
·- ----- · 
·- -----
in Carr's abilities. , 
She said, ··1 feel comfonable about 
Stcffanie's abi lities. She presented 
herself to the board very well as the 
best qualified person to handle hon1e-
comi ng."' Watki11s sa.id that there 
were two other applicants. 
''I am really trying to bring a cre-
ative spirit to ho1necoming. I plan to 
hold weekly round1able discussions 
\vhere people· can just generate ideas. 
No idea is a bad idea," she said. 
Ci1rr also plans to use people who 
have panicipated in homecoming fes-
tivities before to make homecoming 
the best it can be. 
'' I'm hype on the power of experi --. 
ence. I believe that if it '-''Orks. don't 
change it- just modify it."" she said. 
,. 
I . 
' 
' • \ 
Utilizing talent and determination, the men of 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia are trying to make a dif-
ference at Howard through music. 
of no pledging and it took a different approach in 
bringing members into the fraternity. It brought 
22 great n1usicians into the frat ," Zeta Iota secre-
tary, James McKinney, said. 
The members of ''Metamorphosis'' represent a 
variety of different St)1les of music. 
Curren tJ y. Phi Mu Alpha is stri ving to 
strengthen its bond with the Howard community 
and the con1n1unity at large through several pro-
jects. 
··we are sponsoring customized tennis shoe 
sales, professional music workshops, aiding 
Special Olympics, and the HU border babies," 
Rabb said. 
Phi Mu Alpha is a professional music fraterni-
ty established in 1898. It strives to promote the 
highest standards of musicianship and brother-
hood among its members. 
''Phi Mu Alpha was designed to bring men 
and many aspects of music together," Marcus 
Rabb, president of Howard 's Zeta Iota chapter, 
said. 
Zeta Iota is the "Alpha ch~pter of all black 
chapters," Rabb added. 
The spring 1991 line, ''Metamorphosis'', is 
credited with revitalizing the fraternity at 
Howard. 
''Metamorphosis came under the new system 
''The thing about us is that we can perform 
such a wide range of music including jaz;z, clas-
sical, gospel , and R&B," Junior Wydell Croom 
said. 
Showti1ne Marchi11g Band drum major Wilson 
Bl and at tributes much of his confidence and 
leadership ability 10 participating in Phi Mu 
Alpha. 
Several Howard University faculty 111embers 
are also Phi Mu Alpha members. Many Phi Mu 
Alpha members enjoy great success in their 
n1usical fields. Some of the fraternity's most 
famous n1en1bers include Miles Davis, Branford 
Marsali s, Count Basie, and Glenn Miller. 
The ir biggest endeavo r is the Howard 
University Hospi tal border baby project, titled 
''Music for Life." The benefit will feature sever-
al prominent jazz figures, as well as some of Zeta 
Iota 's own talent. 
The men of Phi Mu Alpha would like to 
address Howard students directly. 
Ph i Mu Alpha business manger and, Mr. 
Howard 1991-92, William ''Bo'' Martin said, '' 
We v.1an1 the campus to be aware that there is an 
entity here that will provide musical entenain-
ment for them." 
ATTENTION: CAMPUS STAFF 
< 
The new meeting for the campus page will be 
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in THE HILLTOP offices. 
- . ~ 
New writers are welcome to attend. 
"' 
I 
' 
Law alum speaks 
• 
at 125th birthday 
Convocation address includes talk of 
expe1·iences in struggle for civil rights 
By Tracy L. Vinson and 
Leonard Simmons 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
Howard Univers ity celebrated its 
!25th anniversary Monday at 
Cramton Auditorium where the 
Honorable Harris Wofford, United 
State's Senator of Pennsylvania, was 
the guest speaker. 
Dr. Wayman F. Smith Ill, chainnan 
of the boa rd of trustees, presented 
Senator Wofford, a 1954 graduate of 
the Howard School of Law , with the 
h~norary degrees doctor of laws, hon-
on$ causa. 
President Franklyn G. Jenifer intro· 
duced Wofford as a leader in the field 
of poli tics, law and h.uman services. 
''A man whose entire career has been 
marked by unselfi sh devo tion to 
human services,'' Jenifer said. 
For the morning ceremony 
addressed faculty, students and others 
about ''Contradictions''. He went on to 
say that the University 's presence 
se rves as a significant factor in a 
nation which has a tradition of contra-
dictions. 
''Our tradition as a nation i~ a con-
tradiction in what we do to overcome 
them," Wofford said. He continued in 
hi s speec h 10 give his reasons for 
at tending Howard's School of Law. 
''My grandmother told me that a 
black university will destroy 
you ... Howard was the school above 
al l othe rs that sought to defend and 
fu lfill the Constitution of the United 
States by legal action." he said. 
Wofford sa id that America 
emerged with the principle that ''all 
1nen are created equal." Havi ng 
moved away from thi s principle, 
''Howard has to continue i1 s role in 
preparing people who do not see con-
tradictions around them to make this a 
fair , just and prosperous society," 
Wofford said. 
Wofford told the University to con-
tin ue it s pursuit of making the 
''American Dream'' a reali ty. He chal-
lenged the University as a whole to 
step beyond the devastations of the 
past and continue in the pursuit of the 
dream. 
''The only way to build a just soci-
ety is to be a full and active panici· 
pant in it. I believe that the time has 
come-for Americans are ready to be 
asked again what they can do for their 
country. Great days are ahead if we 
learn to seize those days in making a 
reality of the American dream," he 
said. 
Wofford, who has ~erved in the 
White House as special assistant to 
President John F. Kennedy and advi· 
sor to Martin Luther King, Jr., partici· 
paled in the civil rights movement and 
· described Howard's educa1ional plat· 
fonn as a medium that sparked politi-
cal action during the 1950s and 1960s. 
''Lawyers from Howard were in the 
front lines in the South fighting dis· 
crimination. Howard was the academ-
ic center for the decade battle against 
segregation," Wofford said. 
He reminisced of days when he 
picketed segregated lunch counters at 
Hecht 's department store with 
Howard students. ''I wanted to get 
involved in !he civil rights movement 
which was unfolding and growing," 
Wofford said. 
Four other Howard alumni were 
acknowledged as recipients of the 
Alumni Achievement Award in their 
chosen fields: Sanford Cloud, Jr., for 
distinguished service in the fields of 
bus.iness and corporate affairs: Dr. 
James A. Forbes, minister of The 
Riverside Church in New York; Dr. 
R. Chester Redhead, for his work in 
the field of dentistry and actress Lynn 
Whitfield, who contributed to the 
entertainment field. 
Seattle Mayor to visit H.U.: 
On March 10. Norman B. Rice, the fina black mayor of Seattle, Washington, 
will be on the Howard University campus as a Patricia Roberts Harris Public 
Affairs Visitiilg Fellow. He will spend three hours, 9 a.m. to 12 noon, in infor-
mal sessions with students and faculty. Mayor Rice will be the second Patricia 
Robeils Harris Publ ic Affairs Visiting Fellow. ~The first was Condoleezza 
Rice. then Special Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs. 
' Declare Your Major: 
The Educational Advisory Center in the College of Arts and Sciences will be 
assisting sophomores and juniors in officially declaring their majors through 
March 13. Students in the College of Ans and Sciences should go to Locke 
Hal l, Room 110 between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to complete a Scheme of 
Graduation Requirements. 
Learn to obtain power and wealth: 
Tom Skinner Associates will sponsor a Leadership Development Seminar 
tilled, ''Power and Wealth: How African-Americans Obtain It," Saturday 
March 7. from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Blackbum Center. Lunch and materials 
cost $7 for students and $10 for non-students. For more information, contact 
Michael Worsley at (202) 529-5734. 
Social Work holds Open House: 
The School of Social Work will sponsor an open house in celebration of 
Social Work Month. The open house will be Friday March 13 from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m. in the School of Social Work. 
. l . 
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University curator acts as vanguard 
for important documents • inners are ... Stereotypes from A3 
impressed by her administrative 
skills, how organized she was and her 
ability to inspire people and see prolr 
I ems through to the end.'' 
Sinnett said Jefferson has very high 
standards in the work of Moorl and-
Spingam. 
''S he works too damn hard." 
Sinnett said, ''but she is loyal, trust-
: worthy and devoted to Howard 
' University and wants it to be the best 
'and she is contributing to it in her way 
. , at Moorland-Spingam. '' t 
' Avril J. Madison, the center 's oral 
•history librarian, who has worked a1 
' Moorland-Spinga,m since 1989, said 
she first came to 'the center because of 
Jefferson. who helped her set up a pro-
·ject in the center during her studies in 
library science. When she completed 
her degree, Madison joined the staff. 
'' I was very impressed with what 
Karen was doing here. She is very 
hardworking. very dedicated and very 
supponive. She's a 'hands-off' person 
in 1enns of Jerting you do your work 
once you 've demonstrated you abili-
ty,'' Madison said. 
She added that despite attrition and 
staff cutbacks. the cen1er continues 10 
. offer a full service because Jefferson 
1 has assumed many of the tasks that 
. need to be done. but for which there is ' 
. no staff. 
If there is one thing 'that troubles 
Jefferson. it is that more students at 
Howard do not use the resources that 
Moorland-Spingarn offers .. 
''Every student and faculty member 
al Howard should know where 
Moorland-Spingarn is and wha1 it 
: does," Jefferson said. · 
Jefferson's love of books is not 
confined to adult titles, and she has a 
· very extensive personal collection of 
children's books. ''This," she said, ''is 
because I think we need to encourage 
our children to read.'' ' 
She said reading stimulates lhe1 imaginat ion, and as we become a, 
more visual society, we are in danger 
of forge tting the pleasures of reading. 
While she does not have children 
herself, she buys books for her nieces 
and nephews and the chi ld ren of 
friends. She reads the books first so 
that she knows what kinds of mes-
sages they carry, and has been known 
10 return books when she thought the 
images were negative. '' I try to 
encourage children to see the beauty 
in thentselves,'' Jefferson said . 
Friends describe Jefferson as ''ener-
getic, committed and visionary, dedi-
cated to preserving the history and 
culture of her people." She manages to 
combine her wo rk at Moorland-
Spingarn with community activism. 
She was co-chair of the Southern 
Africa ~uppon Project, a local group 
in Washington, D.C. which regularly 
demonstra ted outside the South 
African Embassy, and has also volun-
teered at a shelter for the homeless. 
Jefferson smiles and admits to 
being flattered, as she does not see 
herself as ·'visionary." She is howev-
er, to borrow a phrase from the 1920s, 
a ··race woman''. She is very motivat· 
ed by black people and she is con-
ce rned that we are still struggling 
against racism and other forms of 
·oppression . 
When her fiance published a book 
recently, he dedicated it to Jefferson as 
''the person whose support and criti· 
cism are the wings on which I fly. '' 
For herself, she said, ''I never like 
to see myself in the limelight, or in 
the forefront. I like to work behind the 
scenes and support projects. If I am 
remembered as someone who made a 
contribution to enfich and enhance the 
lives of the people I meet and interact-
ed with, that 's a stan.'' 
' 
Robert Early Is currently the treasurer 
in the School of Business. 
. Shauntae Brown is a print journalism major. 
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School of Busine~ 
Presicent- R orert S. Ear~ Jr. 
\/lee Presicent· La Vesta Flucker 
Treasurer Jacques L. Garibaldi 
Sa:retary- Shaccnda D. Walker 
UG SA R ei:resertatives· 
Sean Robinson 
stepharie L. Simms 
School of Communications 
President· ShaLntae Brown 
Vice President- J ctln Jackson 
Treasll'er- Chelsea Stalling 
UGSA R epresentatrves · 
Tracy Vinson, Sraunda Sutton 
• 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Presidert- Noni Ellis en 
Vice Pres idert- Kiesha Braithwale 
Exec.TreasLrer· Calvin Washington 
Secraary Matthew Watley 
UGSI>. Representatrves· 
Mcnica \11111iarm, Bernard Brach, 
Tina B ro.v er, Marron P aci:lok, 
Chl!Vis Carrpbell, Eddie Warrirg 
THE HUSA SU ITS School of Education 
PEICOOAGE'l 
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71. ct the voles ~erol ~colrieJ for. 
Report shows 
Black businesses 
• increase 
Census, from A3 
have accumulated 44 percent of all 
black-owned finns in the nation. In 
1987, the total number of black busi-
nesses reached 424,000, up from 
308,000 in 1982. 
Specifically, the different service 
businesses in 1987 among black 
finns are as follows: business ser-
vice, 14 percent ; personal ser-
vice, 13.4 percent; health services, 
7. I per.cent; and retail trade, 15.65 
percent. The disproponionate con-
centrat ion in the labor-intensive 
industries is not conducive to blacks 
becoming a major force in the U.S. 
economy, according to Dr. Anthony 
H. Holliday, a business law instruc-
tor in lhe School of Business at 
Howard University and researcher 
for the National Urban League. 
'' If blacks are to contend with 
other groups, capital intensive indus-
tries, such as wholesale trade and 
manufacturing, are imperative," 
Holliday said. the national economy? 
According to the sutvey, black busi-
nesses account for on ly 3.1 percent 
of all finns in the U.S. and generate a 
niere I percent bf the grOss sales 
receipts for all firms. Only one-half 
of 1 percent of black finns had gross 
receipts of $1 million or more in 
1987. 
• 
.._ .. 
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"' Noni Ellison will lead the College of Arts 
and Sciences.in the 1992·1993 school year. 
Presidert· Alfred Wade BoikEn 
Vice Presidert· Letania Gonzales 
Treasurer· Yas rrin Edwards 
Secraary- Wil I be Appointed no ertrart 
=:;,,. UGSI>. Representatrve· 
~ 
Carol Crawford 
HILL IDPI SHAWN FLOWERS 
Editor's Note: An attempt was made to reach all of the elections chairpersons, whose names were 
provided by the General Elections Committee, in the respective schools and colleges. However, many of 
. ' 
those persons could not be reached after at least two phone calls. For those schools which do not appear, 
THE HILLTOP will be glad to print the results of your elections in our next edition.Friday, March 13. 
However, this information should be submitted by NO LATER THAN Monday, March 9, at 5:00 p.m .. 
Hats off to Damon Dozier )Yho coordinated THE HILLTOP's elections coverage this semester. 
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From the data given, can black 
business attain more growth in the 
1990s? ''The answer is yes," said 
Bob Bailey, deputy director of the 
Minority Business Development 
Association. 
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Why do you think the riff between light-skinned 
and dark-skinned blacks persists so many 
' 
• 
decades after slavery? 
We haven 't found our own identi-
ties. We 're too busy worrying about 
other races and our relationship with 
them instead of focusing on our-
selves and dealing with our own 
issues constructively. 
Melanie Johnson, freshman, elec-
trical engineering, Brook lyn, N.Y. 
• 
We 've been affected by white peo-
ple for so long ·that we haven't got1en 
over the hump of being subcon-
sciously brainwashed i1nd not truly 
seeing p urselves as beautiful people. 
r--
Charles Coleman, senior, ,, 
finance, Jacksonville, Fla. 
• • 
·r11c nC\\' r\1J11le ;\!acint<Jsl r' (~lass .ic Il 
(( 1n111urer makes it easier fen· y(JU tel juggle · 
cl;t:;sei . activities, pr<Jj(:cts, ancl terrr1 1Ja1Jers-
ar1d sti.11 fine\ time f(Jr \vhat n1akcs cc>llcge . 
'· 
life real life. 
1 Ir's a ccllrtplerc a11cl affcir<latile :Ylacil1tclsl1 
(J:1ssic system that's reacly tel 1·1elr1 V() li ger 
YlJLir 1vc1rk fir1ishecl Lt-;t. 11 · ~ a s11a1J tel set u1i 
ancl use. It l1as a \l<J\\t:rful 68050 n1icr<i-
[ll'CJcessc1r, \vl1icl1 mt•a11s yclu can run evc11 
the rll(lSt S<1\llliStiCatecf afl[lli.c:1tit1ns. l\itll ease. 
1\nd its inter11a\ A[lple Su1Jer!)rive '" clisk 
clrive reacts fr<)n1 a11cl \vritcs tc1 ?vlacint<lsl1 ancl 
excl1a11ge int(Jr111ati<)11 easilv \virl1 
,_, ' 
:1h11cJst any either ki11cl <if Clln111uter. 
I 
I 
• 
We still have a bit of the slavery 
mentality. We haven't fully freed 
ourselves in our minds. The media 
has a great affect on our lives; we . 
say we don't believe it, but in a 
sense we fall prey to it. 
Nikki-Kenyatta Lewis, junior, 
broadcast production, Cleveland, 
Ohio 
A lot has to do with us as a people 
understanding, respecting and 
appreciating our indentity and our 
diversity as Afri~an-American s . · 
Gradually, however, I think it 's 
coming about. 
Bennett Wyche, senior, market· 
ing, Detroit, Mich. 
ore 
oua 
Even though a lot of us don 't want 
to admit it, we've been affected by 
what whites have done to us in the 
past. Subconsciously over the 
decades, it's been instilled that light-
skinned people are better than dark-
skinned people. 
Tara Robinson, junior, television 
production, St. Louis, Mo. 
• 
We as a people are constantly 
faced with pettiness, and the color 
barrier is just another thing to keep 
us from being focused. It keeps us 
from dealing with other real prob-
lems. 
Maark Keith, senio r, political 
science, Oklahoma City, Okla. 
• 
Compiled by Paula Wl1ite 
Speakoitt Coordinator 
• 
111 a(iditilln l(l its built-in capaliilities, tl1e 
~laci .nro:,h C:\as!'ic II (:an \Je t'(jlli\l\lec! "'ith UJl 
tl) I0 111egalJyte:; (Jf l\i\lvl , scJ ycJt1'\I be afile t<J 
run sever:li arlJJlicati(Jt1s at c111ce and vv(Jrk 
1vitl1 large an1cJu11ts (Jf dara., 
' 
' 
If yciu ;tlreaclv ()\Vil a ivlach1tcJsl1 c:lassic, 
a11cl \Vant tl1e SjJte(] a11cl ficxillility <lf a 
!'vlaci11t(1sl1 (:lassie ll, ask u:; alJ<Jut a11 
Uflgra(le-ir can lie installed in just 111inutes 
anll it ':; affclrclalJ\e. • 
For more information visit Hazel Daniel on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays 10am-12:30pm at the University Bookstore 
or contact Myrtle Crabbe at 806-6658 or 
Fran Poling at ComputerLand 301/599-9555 
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Choices 
Congratulations to all the students who 
participated in the 1992 Howard University 
Student Association General Elections. 
From the Elections Committee down to the 
campaign workers and planners who helped 
their candidates ' get their word out, this 
year's elections, for the most part, did a fairly 
good job in addressing the issues as the can-
didates saw them and in responding to the 
student s' concerns. As the Ivan K. 
Hopkins{l'ene McCoy slate and the Julius 
Bailey/Erik DeShields slate move toward the 
run-off, the real work may have just begun. 
The Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA) president and vice pres-
ident and undergraduate trustee are three of 
the most comprehensive positions in student 
government that respond or give voice to stu-
dent concerns. For HUSA, the president and 
vice president, through the General 
Assembly and Policy Board responsibilities, 
set the focus for Howard 's interaction with 
the surrounding community as well as with 
the larger historically black colleges and uni-
versities and national and international .com-
munities. We wish the two slates well as 
' they seek these high posts. 
For the undergraduate and graduate 
trustees, Kevin Bryan. and Craig Barkely , 
you have been elected to the highest policy 
making board at the University. Come July 
I, the vision you articulate as student mem-
bers of the Board of Trustees should be more 
than that of students, but, that of students 
with the interest of the University utmost in 
their considerations. Being one voice among 
many on a Board of Trustees that meets four 
times a year is a difficult way to affect short-
term and specific changes. In this arena, 
progress is measured by broad strokes and 
far-reaching vision. Any undergraduate 
trustee or graduate trustee must understand 
the difference in accountability between 
HUSA positions and the Board of Trustees. 
The choices for HUSA leadership may still 
appear difficult for many. In past years, there 
have been two candidates in the run-off elec-
tions who have totally different philosophies 
about student leadership. However, this year, 
both slates have candidates with significant 
experience and similar programs on their 
platforms. In past years, turnout for run-off 
elections has been low. In past years, run-off 
elections have been won by one vote. 
Therefore, the saying "YOUR VOTE 
MAKES A DIFFERENCE" definitely 
applies. Let 's all make a real difference and 
participate in the future of Howard by voting 
Wednesday. 
On the Right Track ... 
During this election year, it is refreshing to 
s~.e the politcos on Capitol Hill come out 
, with some honest-to-goodness, even-handed 
and wel l considered provisions for thi s 
nation's educational system. The Senate 's 
' passage of the bill that increases the amount 
of breadth of the Pell Grant cut across party 
lines to strike at the heart of the' needs of our 
neediest. 
According to The New York Times, in a 93 
to I vote (with North Carolina Senator Jesse 
Helms as the lone dissenter), the U.S. Senate 
passed a measure that would increase the 
maximum amount of the Pell Grant to $3,600 
fro1n $2,400 annually. Furthermore, the 
Senate increased the number of students eli-
gible to receive the grant by raising annual 
fam ily income ce iling to $42,000 from 
$30,000. Senate staffyrs estimate this mea-
sure will add 600,000 new students to the 3.6 
million who are currently receive the grant. 
For as good as they done, the Senate still 
shied away from i_nstituting a true and lasting 
improvement in the way that college educa-
tion is financed in· this country. In a strategic 
effo rt to ge t the bill p:issed, Senators 
removed a provision that would make the 
Pell Grant an entitlement program. Such a 
move would have ensured that any and all 
eligible students would receive the Grant and 
be enabled, at least partially, to get a college 
education. This "strategic retreat" places the 
entitl ement provision on very precarious 
footing. In the short-run, the retreat was nee-
essary to get the bill passed. However, the 
likely hood of it being made law decreases as 
its momentum slows down and as Congress 
tires of pressing the issue before a president 
who would surely veto the measure. 
The version of the bill before the House of 
Representative would raise the maximum 
level of funding to $4,500 an<! the annual 
family income ceiling to $50,000. Although 
the final version of the bill to be sent to 
President Bush will be closer to the one 
approved in the Senate than the one being 
considered in the House, Congress and the 
President need to take a long look at what 
can be done to improve the long range 
prospects of our nation 's standard of living 
and our prospects of economic growth. 
Ensuring that intelligent and capable students 
are given an opportunity to develop their 
potential is surely one way.that would ensure 
our future ability to compete in the emerging 
global village. 
The short-term retreat by the Senate can be 
forgiven. However, to fumble on the long-
range prospect of such a dire and · pressing 
need as college education financing cannot. 
The House should pass a measure with a 
higher funding level and a higher income 
ceiling than the one passed by the Senate. 
More importantly, though, the House should 
make the Pell Grant an entitlement in order 
to ensure America's competitive standing in 
the world. This is an investment we can ill 
afford not to make. 
... and Manning the Engines 
Martin Koldyke is a name that few, if any, 
of us have ever heard. However, the exam-
ple he is setting in the inner city schools of 
Chicago is an example that we must all 
acquaint ourselves with on a very personal 
and real level. 
Koldyke is one of a growing member of 
wealthy, suburban executives who come into 
the city from their tree-lined, paved-alley 
neighborhoods to help reform and improve 
inner city education. The founder of a $275 
million dollar venture-capital firm, Koldyke 
now devotes most of his time to working to 
improve the education in the Chicago Public 
School system, as reported by The Wall 
Street Journal. I 
Martin Koldyke is important to the 
Howard community because he sets a ster-
ling example of how leaders in the commu-
nity must take the lead in solving community 
problems, as well as establishing a danger-
ous precedent in which we leave our prob-
lems to others and do not take responsibility 
for our communities. 
As college-educated African-Americans in 
1990, we are in a rather precarious position. 
In spite of the recession at home, there are 
ever more opportunities opening up to talent-
ed and motivated individuals everyday. It 
becol)les quite easy to forget about our 
brothers and sisters to still struggle everyday 
just to remain alive, and concentrate on our 
own ambitions. As leaders whose 
roots are found among_ the relatively disad-
vantaged people who typically comprise 
inner cities nowadays, we must lead them 
out of the morass they are in. We must not 
get so caught up our own lives that we forget 
the living conditions of those around us. 
Who will best lead· our people if not us who 
arise out of their ranks. Martin Koldyke has 
touched the lives -of many inner city school 
children and his work is sorely needed and 
deeply appreciated. ·However, we must fol-
low his example as well as take heed not to 
abandon our own to those who, no matter 
how well-intentioned, cannot begin to fath-
om the reasons and .reality behind the plight 
of the inner city's disadvantaged and poor. 
• 
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Letter to the Editor 
My fellow Brothers and Sisters, 
I write to you with deep r,on-
cem. On Feb. 25,1992 at approxi-
mately 5:30 p.m., "something" of 
great importance took place here 
on Howard University's campus. 
This ''something'' was a panel dis-
cussions titled "What will Bring 
Liberation to Our People?" 
Making up a most distinguished 
panel was our own President 
Franklyn Jenifer wqQ came with 
an educational solurjon, Abdul 
Haqq Islam with an Hlamic solu· 
tion, Charles Gilmer with a 
Christian's perspective and Fred 
Hutchinson with and economic 
solution. 
This was a Black History 
Month Forum sponsored by 
Campus Crusade for Christ and 
we were the topic, my friends . 
Imagine that , a whole forum 
devoted to proposing solutions to 
a question and a problem that 
affects each and every one of us. 
Well here is where I begin to 
worry because I was there, were 
you? I walked into the auditorium 
of the School of Business expect· 
ing to have to search for a seat. 
Instea'd I found a scarce amount of 
people and an a.bundance of 
empty seats. What I am saying is 
that the attendance at this impor-
tant panel was shabby. 
Brothers ... Sisters, this was a 
panel that we all sh9uld have 
taken time out of our busy sched-
ules to attend. The question of 
"What Will .Bring Liberation to 
Our People?," is one that we all 
need to work on answering, 
together. By no means am I say· 
ing that we could ·have came up 
with the solution in that hour and 
30 minute panel, but we have to 
' start somewhere. I ask you to 
please make an effort to attend 
these panels and forums. People, 
we are the future, we need to learn 
and share amongst ourselves, so 
that we can grow as a nation 
thereby liberating ourselves. 
Thank-you and Peace. 
Sanya Robinson 
Dear Editor, 
I turned on my radio to listen to 
WHUR (96.3FM) at 6:30 a.m. and 
heard the announcement that 
Howard University was open for 
school. During the next hour, the 
announcer did a wonderful job 
informing the students that it was 
time to get up and go to class. 
• 
The public service announcement 
was repeated about every 15 min-
utes.!! I got up showered, dressed 
and rushed off to my 8 a.m. class. 
To my dismay my professor did 
not show up for class and of 
course there was no note on the 
board stating that class was can-
celled. The same situation was 
apparent in four other classrooms 
along the same corridor. Where 
were our dedicated professors? 
Our faculty just used the excuse 
to stay at home and benefit ft om '3· 
day off. The main roads were 
clear and passable, the sidewalk at 
Howard were plowed down to the 
pavement. No excuse, Howard 
University professors. Where is 
your dedication in enhancing the 
education of black youth? Later 
in the day, I took the melro to my 
"good government job" and found 
that all officers were fully staffed 
and running. The ''white power 
establishment was working hard 
at their daily tasks. I feel that our 
elite faculty are sending the wrong 
signals to us and not instilling in 
us a sense of responsibility and 
the good 'ole' American work 
ethic. 
Unhappy and fruslrated 
Diedre, 
Senior, School of Business 
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Trlnez Moore 
Everyone is sick and tired of 
hearing about AIDS, but my fellow 
students, you shouldn't be. I think 
you can never hear enough. Either 
you become aware about the dis-
ease, get educated about it, or you 
die from it. It's as simple as that! 
There are many people, especiaJ-
ly yottng people, who "firmly" 
believe that they can 't be a recipient 
of the disease simply because they 
are not gay, they don 't' use drugs, 
and they haven 't had a blood trans-
fusion; but, meanwhile they are 
screwing everyone that has a crotch 
or a penis between their legs. They 
fail to understand that if you have 
unprotected sex with a per,;on who 
is HIV-positive, and, that a11 it takes 
is that one panicular time, you can 
hang it up to dry because sooner or 
laf~)'OU will ~ve!.Qp,· tljl~ .dist;ase 
an W1 t"'I ! •I' ''! ''''' 1• i>;;, • 
e agonizing thing about the 
disease is that if you have unprotect-
ed sex with anyone, you have put 
yourself at risk because you have 
not only made love to that person, 
but to every person that person has 
made love to and vice versa. The 
next obstacle is that you have to get 
tested to see if you have the disease 
(which may not show up at that par-
ticular time and the wait may seem 
long and unbearable. 
The reason that I am making this 
plea to each and everyone of you is 
because I lost a friend to AIDS. A 
vibrant and intelligent young lady 
' who was 21-years-old. Maybe she 
had the same idea that most young 
women and men carry: the idea that 
we cannot get AIDS because of our 
age. We don't realize that AIDS 
doesn 't discriminate against anyone. 
We can all get the disease. Maybe 
she just wasn't informed about it or 
informed enough about ii. Who 
knows what the reason was. All that 
matters is that she 's dead. 
Hopefully I persuaded just one 
person to get tested, or just one per-
son to use that condom tonight , 
because then I'll know that maybe I 
have saved at least one person 's life 
and my good deed for a lifetime has 
been achieved. I don '1 want 10 see 
another one of my sisters and broth-
. er~ to.1go b.e.c~µ~,e p( ~gn~r~rrc~; 
HJY-v>.r:~s ~iJ,ls. 1 Ge,t, ~duc"'t~1 .aqd 
learn the facts. Use a condom! It 
does make things bet1er for you and 
your panner(s) and life a hell of a 
lot easier. Choose life over death. I 
urge you to think about it. AJDS IS 
A LOT CLOSER THAN YOU 
THINK! 
Trinez Moore is a junior i11 the 
5£:11001 ofC0"1n1ut1icatio11s. 
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Desmond. Williams 
In a period of time when we are 
. . . ' . 
~xper1enc1ng an increase 1n crime 
both on campus and in our surround-
ing environment it is appall ing that 
the Howard University Student 
Patrol may be subjected to charging 
fellow students for the escon service 
or even worse, the program may be 
dissolved entirely due to lack of 
University funding. 
Howard University Student Patrol 
consists of Howard University stu-
·dents who escort members of our 
campus family to their dorms or form 
one building to another. They pro-
vide an important service on our 
campus offering valuable protection. 
Since its inception las1 spring, the 
patrol has esconed hundreds of stu-
dents and ~1aff members shielding 
from dangef. With the increase of 
burglaries, rape attempts, and car 
theft on campus, why would the 
University's administration choose 
this time to cut the Student Patrol's 
already limited budget? 
Howard 's administration repeat-
edly promised to give funding for the 
program this spring; however, it 
reneged on its promi se! HUSA 
claims to have started the program on 
c~mpus; however, the organization 
hasn 't contributed to Student Patrol 's 
budget. Therefore, can HUSA fairly 
say that Student Patrol is a program 
that ii supported during 1991-92 
school year? Can we allow students 
to be robbed at gunpoint while leav-
ing Founders Library !ale in the 
evening? Can we afford to twirl our 
thumbs while students are being 
assaulted on campus? No! We, as 
students demand protection! We pay 
tuition and we demand adequate 
s OU 
security on campus. 
Other institutions including 
Georgetown University and 
American University have si1nilar 
programs and they are localed in 
lower crime areas than Howard. It is 
time for the University to wake up! 
We need the Student Patrol! Not 
only have they escorted individuals, 
but they have also participated in 
crime p·revention workshops and 
seminars in our re sidence halls. 
They say crime is the result of three 
important fac tors: desire, opportuni-
ty, and ability. Well, the student 
patrol cuts down the opportunity fac-
tor, and as a result , helps to decrease 
crime on our campus. 
We 1nust admit to ourselves that 
the surroundin g commu 11ity of 
Howard University isn 't free from 
criminals and even thQugh our secu-
rity department has been beefed up, 
we sti ll need additional security. The 
Howard University Student Patrol 
has received letters of accommoda-
tion from Howard Towers for signifi-
cantly reducing crime during 
Homecoming as well as other cita-
tions. It 's nice to know 1hat if you 
need to study late in the library alone, 
or if you've attended a function on 
campus, lhere is someone a phone 
call away to walk you safely to your 
car instead of being mugged. Let's 
be honest, our campus is quite differ-
ent in the dark. 1 We need the student 
patrol! We need their protection and 
we demand the administration to 
continue this program. Let 's contin-
ue to make Howard safe for every-
one's sake. Support Student Patrol! 
Desmo11d Willian1s is a st11dent in 
the School od ,Engineering and a 
member of the St11de11t Pa11·0/. 
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Melvin J. Anderson 
Where is it? The tru sted and 
uncompromising leadership of the 
past that used to serve and inform our 
communities is not adequately pre-
sent for the masses of black people 
today. With the exception of Minister 
Louis Farrakhan many of our black: , 
leaders just do not possess the much 
needed ''Freedom or Death'' attitude 
that can carry us towards the ioad 'to 
liberation. New approaches are need-
ed by our black leaders for the reali-
ties of a new society. What kinds of 
strategieS ·and directions will stem the 
impending crisis and tum the national 
black commuf!ity toward prosperity? 
According 'to historian Vincent 
Harding, ''New direc1ions will come 
from our leaders w,hen they are 
pressed to re1hink the nature of 
American society." During 1he 
196.0s, society opened up to blacks 
because of the vic1ories of the civ il 
rights movement, but allowed only a 
few chosen blacks to move forward. 
In order to mee1 the needs of our 
communities, our leaders will have to 
reassess their priorities and realign 
!heir partnerships. The black church 
r}IUSt become more intellectually ori-
Ji';, ~ 
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Monee 
··r want to be like Mike," Ye s! 
We've all heard that everyone wants 
to be like Mike. Michael Jordan, or is 
it? Unfortunately there are many 
m~I) who want to be like Mike Tyson. 
Me'n, black and white , who feel 
untouchable whether because of their 
status, popularity, family ties or 
something in the society 's eye that 
the young lady may have done 
wrong, must learn responsible behav-
ior . There is no crime called stupidi-
ty, but there is one called rape. 
Yic_tims of rape , young or old, 
never get the benefit of the doubt . I 
will agree that women who have 
falsely accused men of rape are to 
blame for this stereotype. The accus-
er must not only prove the accused 
.did commit a crime, but she must also 
prove 1.ha.1 she is a so-cal led good girl. 
As a v1ct1m of date rape and a volun-
teer rape counselor, I've seen both 
sides of this argument. A young lady 
who accuses a man of violating her 
has her reputatiOn, morals and back-
ground researched. She has to prove 
that she did nothing wrong. What a 
twisted judicial sys1em. Teenagers 
and young ladies who finally make it 
to rape counseling are so emotionally 
unstable it's frightening. 
Debbie (whose name has been 
ers 
·ented and expand their activities in 
the community. One of the major 
problems facing black people is that 
we tend to lack serious critical think-
ing and long term planning and we 
seldom act sufficiently in our own 
self interest. Kwame Ture said last 
week that "Black folk will get angry 
about something for about two weeks 
then sit down till they find something 
else to get angry about''. 
Leadership has not been consis-
tent over the past few years, while 
most of our leaders are virtually 
unknown to a large portion of the 
black population. Today the use of 
athletes and celebrities as leaders or 
spokespersons has become popular. 
The .Plack comm.unity, however 
needs differe.ht kinds of influential 
leaders. This n~tion and the world 
had been thrown into a new con-
sc iou sness of who African-
Americans are as .a people by th~ 
effons and the unique~ and irreplace-
able voices of Malcolm -X and Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. , but the 
national media will not allow the rise 
of another national black leader who 
has the stature a!1d prominence of 
these two individuals. Today's black 
leaders are stuck with the system and 
have to make the necessary decisions 
on how to relate to the masses. 
Haki Madhubuti notes: ''The black 
community is moving more and more 
towards local leadership because of 
the leader 's access ibility and famil-
iarity with local problems." Yet, 
there are not enough local leaders 10 
deal with the ills of all our communi-
ties. Political ly. with Jesse Jackson 
being an exception, few black leaders 
have a great deal of national influ-
ence on issues that affect blacks. 
And those who do are usually sitting 
down and only get up when there 's 
something te angry about, as Ture 
puts it. We have to begin to hold our 
leaders accoun table . We must be 
ready to struggle to set new perfor-
m<tnce st,andards, not just for our 
leaders, but for ourselves as' well. 
We can't afford to allow differ-
ences of religious or political ideolo-
gy con1e between us and divide our 
efforts. The hell with liberalism or 
conservatism when the state of black 
America is on a rapid decl ine. We 
need leaders who are willing to adopt 
a ''Freedom or Death'' att itude in 
order to make relentless strides with-
in our communities. And not leaders 
who only concerned with personal 
gain and pe1ty methodological differ-
ences. When you possess a sincere 
A7 
' 
concern about the problems of black 
people your petty differences around 
methodology become that much 
more insignificant and you are c;om-
pelled to work with any1hing or any-
body to achieve a common objective. 
Religicius and political differences 
don '1 mean anything to black mothers 
who have to bury their I 5-year-old 
sons because of drug deals gone bad, 
or to black fami lies who have to live 
io dilapidated ghetto projects in our 
inner ci lies. These are the types of 
conditions that continue to exist due 
to the apathy of our leadership. 
Leadership that we have yet to begin 
to hold accountable for their bad 
actions. We do have a role in crea1-
ing the society that we wish for the 
future. In ''freedom or death'' there is 
no choice. It transcends everything 
but the objective that it works toward. 
Our leaders must begin to realize that 
our struggle doesn' t stop for any-
thing. Not for love. Not for money. 
Not e.ven for life. 
Mel \•i11 J . A11derso11 is a senior 
political sc·iet1ce "1ajor in rl1e College 
of A1·ts a11d Sciences. He appears 
1·egularl}' 011 tl1is page. 
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a ness ust 
changed) was 14 when we met. I 
worked with mostly teenage rape vic-
tims because of my experience with 
this crime. I also became a peer 
cou11 se lor in my firs1 year of high 
school . Debbie and I met in the hos-
pital emergency room. She had the 
face of an angel, but internally her 
body was mangled. Debbie 's mind 
reminded me of a beautiful rose gar-
den that was ovenaken by weeds and 
sharp, deadly thorns. As Debbie and 
I talked for days, then• weeks, she 
began to trust me and then she told 
me her story. 
Debbie had been raped three times 
by different men. She and a girl-
friend were standing on a comer in 
broad daylight, waiting to cross a 
busy intersection. A set of men in a 
Chevrolet Blazer drove by. Debbie 
says, '' I saw them, maybe .I should 
have been more suspicious. What 's 
wrong with them driving by and 
honking or looking at you, it's a pub-
lic place, people do that all the time." 
The men drove by a second time; 
however, this time they stopped, 
jumped out and snatched Debbie and 
her girlfriend. They drove them to an 
abandoned bui lding where Debbie 
was taken out of the truck. Her girl-
friend Tania (whose name has been 
changed) was left in the vehicle w~th 
two pit bull dogs who kept her qu1e1 
' 
but didn 't harm her. 
Debbie was raped in this building 
three times by three different men. 
Debbie started bleeding and her 
attackers bitndaged her wounds. 
After the violent, reprehensible 
assault took place, these 1nen offered 
to take Debbie a11d Tania out to din-
ner. UNBELIEVABLE! UNBE-
LIEVABLE! Debbie never told her 
mother until three days later. ''I felt 
dirt y, cheap, maybe I encouraged 
them in some way.'' Debbie, too, had 
to prove in court that sfie was, in soc i-
ety 's eyes, ' 'a good teenage girl.'' As 
vicious, unbelievable and ghastly as 
this si tuation was, Debbie had to 
prove her innocence and their guilt. 
According to an article published 
in Yo1111g Sisters a11d Brothe1·s (YSB) 
magazine, one in every 10 boys and 
one in every 4 girls will be the victim 
of "6exual assault by age I 8. Most 
young women who have been victims 
of rape will never report. their assault. 
YSB al so reponed that less than IO 
percent of rape victims will repor1 
their assault. Mqst vict ims of rape 
also choose not to put themselves or 
families through the emotional tur-
moil of a trial. Only about two per-
cent of rapists are arrested and only 
one percent are convicted, according 
to statistics from rape crisis centers 
across the nation. Some. however, 
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choose to fight this uphill and down-
hill battle. In . order for society to 
become sensitized, women must fight 
this victimization. 
The Mike Tyson case may not 
have been as ghastly or as vicious an 
attack as Debbie 's; neverthe less, a 
crime was committed. All across 
Howard 's campus. everyone has an 
opinion on this verdict. Sadly, shock-
ingly and somewhat refreshing, more 
women disagree with the verdict than 
men. It 's refreshing because it's a 
sig n 1ha1 brothers are becoming 
aware and sensitized on the issue of 
rape. Sad and shocking because sis-
ters, are saying ''She knew what Mike 
wanted. She placed herself in the sit-
uation; she may have enjoyed it." 
The issue is not whether the young 
lady, Ms. Robinson, was naive, stupid 
or didn't think. The question is 
whether or not a crime was commit· 
ted, a jury responded with a resound-
ing Yes! The young lady could have 
been lying on Mike 's hotel bed and 
then said, "No! Mike- go take a 
chilling, cold shower." 
NO! MEANS NO! Like a profes-
sor of mine said ''It's a high price to 
pay for such a small deposit." 
The v.1riter is a junior majoring in 
broadcast journalism in the School of 
Co"1m11nications. 
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Women and children continue to face horific 
living conditions in the Sierra Leone region 
By Thomas George 
Special to the Hilltop 
Sierra Leone. located on the 
Weste r11 coas t of Africa near 
Liberia, has 17 indigenous ethnic 
groups. a population of four million 
and an infant n1onality rate of 165 
percent - the fifth highest in the 
world . Moreover. the female illiter-
acy rate. in that region stands at 79 
percent. one of the highest in the 
world. 
News Analysis 
, HEALTH SITUATION 
Poor sanitation. low protein diet, 
contaminated drinking water and 
lack of primary health care are con-
1ribu1inl! factors to the poor nutri-
tiona l Status of women and chil-
dren. 
111 1990. the United Nations 
Development Program reported tpat 
Sierr<1 Leone is the world 's foU:rth 
poorest country\,and the life 
ex pectancy for oth men and 
women is 42. I 
62 percent of al l ~he medical doc-
tors in the cou ntry practice in 
Free1own. the capital , and there is 
one doctor for every 3,640 patients. 
There are 27 government-funded 
hospitals that are in a bad state of 
disrepair . wi th no water and elec-
tricity. Unt·ortunately, the situa-
tion in the rest of the country is 
worse. In Kambia District, which is 
in the Northern Province, theretare 
198,910 patients to one doctor. 
Most children are infected with 
diarrhea at least six times a year and 
worm infection is also a reoccuring 
disease. Children continue to show 
a long-term lack of protein and six 
out of ten children under 5-years-· 
old in Sierra Leone is anemic. 
According 10 hospital data , the 
rate of maternal mortality in Sierra 
Leone is as hi gh as 700 per 
100,000 deliveries. Anemia, 
malnutrition. malaria and other par-
asites also affect pregnant women. 
Their poor hea lth care situation is 
con1pounded by cultural bel iefs 
· and practices, poverty, female illit-
eracy. perilous. n1arriages and fre-
quent pregnancies. 
Most pregnant women eat only 
one meal a day due to their low pur-
chasing power. This meal consists 
of rice with cassava or potato leaf 
sauce and a few dried henings. -
WOMEN AS WORKERS 
Traditionally, Sierra Leonean 
girls are married shortly after 
puberty. Therefore, six out of 10 
women are married before the age 
of 19. Moreover, nine in 10 women, 
as compared to one fifth of men, are 
married by the age of 24. 
One reason for this is that 
women are valued for their fertility. 
A woman 's status ri ses with the 
number of children she produces, 
and those children are usually her 
only source of security when she is 
old. On the average, each woman · 
has six to seven babies. Secondly, 
early marriage is partly economic, 
after all , a married daughter is no 
longer dependant on her family. 
In Sierra Leone the marri ed 
woman has numerous responsibil i-
ties. She is helped by the children. 
mainly her daughters, and her daily r· 
activities include: cleaning the · 
house, preparing food, washing the 
laundry and dishes, ge11i11g wood 
and waler, caring for the sick, nol to 
mention washing, feeding and di s-
ciplining her children. 
In addition to her household 
responsibilities, most women have 
some income generating activity. 
such as cultivating farms. 
*95 percent of fish consun1ed in 
Sierra Leotje is processed and mar-
keted by w0men. 
*In rural areas agricultural labor 
is provided~by women and children 
and The Ministry of Education esti-
mates that 60 to 80 percent of all 
agricultural work in the country is 
done by women. 
A 1980 survey of the Northern 
Province showed that all farn1ers 
wives had s~p_a~ate fanns of their 
Their poor health 
care situation is 
compounded by 
cultural beliefs and 
pi;actices, poverty, 
female , illiteracy, 
• precocious mar-
riages a'nd frequent 
• 
. pregnancies; 
--Thomas George 
own as well . These won1en, there~' 
fore, had three jobs; one in the 
home, one on their husband 's fam1 
and their own personal farm work. 
*Women are also involved in 
pastoral activities.They do the daily 
chores of milking, cleaning the 
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Sierra Leonean woman harvests rice 
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pens, detecting the sick and missing 
animals and raising calves, sheep, 
goat and chicken. 
WOMEN AS LEADERS 
Despite the numerous responsibil-
ities womeP: carry, they find time to 
participate ~n the socio-political life 
of the cougtry. Presently, 12 of the 
I 50 ParamOunt Chiefs in the country 
are women and of the four female 
members of Parliament, two are in 
the capacity as ministers of state. 
Numer.ous organizations have 
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been set up to <1ddress the concer11s 
of \vor11en in Sierr<I Le<)ne. They 
i11clt1cle: The Nt1tio 11 :1l Woma11's 
Bureau, The Nati onal Organization 
t'or \Von1en. Th e Won1en 's 
A~sociation for National 
Development and The International 
Woman ·s Day Association. 
CHILDREN AS WORKEPS 
By the time the)' are 3-years-old, 
111os1 children are int roduced to 1he 
concept of \vork. Cl1ildren are 
assig11ed specific hon1e chores early 
wh ict1 include fetcl1ing \vater, sweep-
ing. laundering. washing utensils and 
runn ing errands. This is their way of 
life and their daily work day begins 
around 6 a.m. 
They start by sweeping the yard, 
gelling water from the strean1 or 
well , starting a fire to boil water and 
heat tl1e leftover food for breakfast. 
By the time they get to school they 
are tired. 
As it s1ands today. children must 
carry their wooden ber1ch. slool and 
board to school. At school, they are 
asked 10 \vork on the school farm to 
help supplement the teacher 's 
incon1 e and even with this help, 
teachers usually go for three or four 
nionths without being paicl. 
After school, children have more 
v,1ork to do. for instance, helping 
with the babies, cooking, fetching 
waler and wood and goi ng td !he vi l-
lage or town to sell produce. 
On 1he other hand, some children 
wi ll spend n1ost of the day on the 
streets working as pe11y traders while 
c:1rr)·ing on their" responsibilities at 
home. They are classified as ''chi l-
dren 011 the streets.'' 
In all of Sierra Leone and the rest 
of Africa, this is an e111erging phe-
no1nenon. These children have been 
driven 10 life on the street by poveny 
at hon1e. They are also engaged in 
1heft, drugs, gambling and prostitu-
tion . 
The realities of women and chil-
dren in Sierra Leone is a litmus test 
for the government. Much has to be 
done in the area of training, voca-
tional education and primary health 
care. 
*Tl1omas George is a jo111·nalist 
a11d t1·ader fi·off1 Sier1·a Leone. 
Black consciousness movement 
experiences difficulties in Brazil 
By Carline )'llndall 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Many Afro-Brazilians do not con· 
sider themselves black and this. 
according to Brazilian human rights 
activist Carlos dos Santos Verissimo, 
is part of the problem facing those 
trying to build a black consciousness 
movement in Brazil. 
Speaking to students in the 
Annour J. Blackburn Center audito-
rium last Friday, Verissimo said: 
''The authorities play with the issue 
of color in Brazil by leaving it open 
to black citizens to decide what they 
are. Since there are so few positive 
images of blacks in Brazil. nobody 
wants to be black. It is very easy to 
manipulate people when they are 
unsure of their identity.'' 
Brazil, with a total population of 
150 million, has an estimated 90 mil -
lion blacks. This is the largest popu-
lation of people of African descent in 
the Western Hemisphere. Moreover, 
the official Brazilian census lists 
some 600 different categorizations 
of black. • 
•\when you look at the condition 
of blacks in Brazil, you see very 
clearly that race has shaped its class 
system," Verissimo said. ''Blacks 
earn 50 percent of what whites get 
for the same job," he s;iid. 
When stating the condition of 
blacks in Brazil, Verissimo stated: 
The illiteracy rate in the coun~ry. is 
highest among blacks; the maJor1ty 
of street people are black; there are 
no black diplomats, no black heads 
of corporations; there are very few 
blacks in leadership positions. 
''Blacks are nationalized," he said. 
However, Verissimo said, ''Social 
movements iri Brazil such as trade 
unions and non-governmental orga· 
nizations do not take racial factors 
into account.'' These o~anizations 
tend to see Brazil's problems solely 
in tenns of capital and labor, he said. 
A longtime community activist, 
' 
' 
Verissimo said that Brazil's develop-
ment after the abolition of slavery in 
1888 did much to create the current 
class of underemployed and unem-
ployed Brazilians. 
''European immigrants were 
brought in to replace the former-
slaves," he said. "The black labor 
force was important only while slav-
ery existed." Hi s toria~s .ha~e 
referred to this process of br.ng1ng 1n 
whites as the ''whitening'' of the pop-
ulation and Verissimo sa id this is 
another reason why the level of 
racial consciousness is so low. 
Verissimo said the Brazilian fave-
las [inner-city slims] are overflow-
ing. The majority of blacks live in 
these favelas with over l ,200 such 
slums" in Rio de Janeiro alone. Many 
of the people who live in the favela 
are displaced agricultural workers 
who came to the cities when they 
lost their jobs. As a result, they have 
had to try to find work outside the 
fonnal economy . 
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.. Many of the favelas lack proper 
drainage, heating, rurming water and 
sanitation, but as fast as they fill up, 
new ones are created," Verissimo 
said. 
Verissimo said that in tackling 
Brazil 's problems, one also has to 
look at who owns the means of pro-
duction and whose labor does the 
producing. He added that Brazil's 
economy has always been geared to 
an export market and much of what 
the country produces goes to payny. 
its external debt. . 
Verissimo described Brazil as a 
country with enormous potential for 
growth, but said ''unfortunately, that 
great potential is in the service of the 
super·powers, not the Brazilian' pe<r 
pie." 
"Brazil was built on the blood, 
sweat and tears of the Africans and 
their descendants," he said. "We will 
continue to struggle until there is a 
government truly representative of 
the Brazilian people." 
------ ( 
Spotlight 
Entrepreneur 
By Ealena Callender 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
Upon notici11g a lack of variery in -
the paraphernalia 
They adverlise by passing out 
business cards, setting up display 
tables and by going to different 
events held by the Greek letter orga-
nizations. Also, they have devel-
oped an advertising book which 
showcases all of the items which are 
offered by Lovely As A Rose. On 
March 9, Lovely As a Rose will be 
displaying ite'rns in the basement of 
Armour J. Blackburn University 
Center. · 
available fo r Greek letter organiza-
tions, Shandra McDonald, a senior 
majori11g in print jou rnali~m. and 
Lekita Kirkland. 11 senior majoring 
in mecha11ical e11gineering, decided 
to make a change. 
Lovely As a Rose (LAR). began 
last su1nr11er in an effort to make 
more perso11alized paraphernalia 
available for all Greek letter organi-
zations. including those who are not 
Pan Hellenic. 
Kirkland admits that handling a 
business and school work is time 
consuming. However she says, ''I 
enjoy it. It 's like a hobby." 
In giving advice to future 
entrepreneurs, Kirkland says, Lovely As a Rose offers Te'e-shirts. 
decorative paddles, ''Be careful in your planning and 
work hard.'' plaques, pens. corkboards, wall 
hangings. key chains and more. ''It takes a lot of hard work, but 
once you see the fruits of All items are hand painted. custom 
made and personalized by your success, it makes all the work 
worthwhile," she added. Kirkla11d and McDonald. 
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Inroads opens doors for students 
By Tara Gray \ 
Hilltop Staff Writer \ 
I . . / What 1s lnroads, Inc.? It 1s exactly 
what the word means, a ''pathway'' 
for students to become familiar with 
the corporate world through business 
contacts and experience. Inroads was 
established 21 years ago and now 
covers more than 60 cities in 28 
states and the District of Columbia. 
The mission of Inroads is to devel-
op and place ta1ented minority youth 
in business and industry while 
~ preparing them for corporate and 
community leadership. 
''I began Inroads when I was a 
senior in high school. Since coming 
to Howard and pursuing a career in 
accounting, I have been placed with 
an accounting firm in Milwaukee," 
said Nikki Bentley, a junior majoring 
in accounting. 
"! am pretty much guaranteed a job, 
a good job, when I graduate next year 
with the accounting finn that I have 
been with. It 's a good experience and 
in these times, it gives a sense of 
security," Bentley said. 
The Inroads process begins wi1h a 
formal application which leads to a 
• 
''talent-pool." The talent pool con-
sists of students..-ranging from their 
senior year in high school to their 
senior year in college with various 
backgrounds and majors. 
Within the pool of candidates, each 
student is issued a list of prospective 
companies that might best suit his or 
her future professional endeavors. 
From thi s point, each student is 
responsible for obtaining and main-
taining an interview with the compa-
nies of his or her choice. Students do 
not officially become an Inroader 
until they are offered and accept an 
intern position. 
Inroads offers an opportunity for 
students to network with individuals 
who have already established them-
selves in the corporate arena. ''I have 
met many contacts which I will use 
further along the line." Bentley said. 
Inroads provides support mecha-
nisms to students while in school in 
the fonn of tutorial programs. Also. 
each st udent must maintain a cumu-
lative grade point average of 3.0 or 
better to remain in good standing in 
the progran1 . Participants are also 
required to report to their staff men-
tor through a 1-800 number every 
month to update their academic, 
business and personal status. 
Byron Clemens, representative of 
the Greater Washington Inroads 
office, said the Inroads experience 
can be described threefold. ''One, it 
is the practical experience gained via 
the internship. Two, it is the training 
and development via the curriculum 
of workshops and seminars geared 
toward creating manag~rs, profes-
si onals and leaders in corporate 
America. Three, it is the academic 
advising and support where each 
intern is assigned an Inroads advisor 
and maintains contact with the advi-
sor with communications on a regu-
lar basis," Clemens said. 
The Inroads workshops are held 
during the summer on weekends. 
Among the topics covered in the 
workshops are: problem solving, 
group dynamics, handling prejudice 
on the job, and time management. 
Depending on when <tstuden! 
enters the program an internship 
''contract'' is established and by 
working for a company for a num-
ber of years, a bond is formed and 
first consideration is expected to be 
given to the company that has 
• 
invested time, money and training 
into each student, upon graduation. 
Some of the companies tha1 have 
lntroads Interns are Chubb & Son, 
Smith Kline Beecham Corporation, 
Proctor, General Electric and oth-
ers. 
Naima Walker-Moody, a sopho-
more majoring in zoology, has been 
with Inroads for one year. ''I was • 
able to get a job doing research and 
I also got experience in surgery at 
Smith Kline Beecham, a pharma-
ceutical company. I want to be a 
surgeon and I really got practical 
experience in the field I want to 
pursue,'' Walker-Moody said. 
'' I have gained experience 
through Inroads by working with 
John Hans;ock Insurance Company 
in Philadelphia and I foresee a po.s-
sible job offer after graduatio~·· 
Dolphin said. ''I'm not just a cql-
lege student with a G.P.A., 1 have 
background in the bus in~, world.'' 
For more information n Inroads, 
the local affiliate if he Greater 
Washington office, I 01.Ql Vermont 
Avenue N.W., Suite 320, and the 
contact person. is Byron Clemens, 
347-4931. 
sure your road trip proceeds without. a hitch. 
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Someti1nes roacl trips ca11 be a little more adventurous than you 
expect them to be. Whicl1 is wh)' you shot1ld always pack your AT&T Calling Card 0 
It's all you need to make a call fro1n almost anywhere to anywhere. Its the least 
expensive way to call state-to-state 011 AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now, 
you could also get 10% back 011 all the long distance calls you make with 
your card.* 0 The AT&T Calling Card Its the best route to wherever you're going. 
Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card. 
Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915. 
• 
• Muat make at leas! $30 wortl'I o! AT&T Long Oi9t1nce Call' witl'I yovr AT&T c 1n:1 per quarte' Calls covered by special AT&T pricing plans •rw not il'\ciudlld. Cl1992 AT&T 
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STORY BY DARA JACKSON 
-
P H OTOS B Y MI C H A EL H A RRIS 
ribe Vibe. I1 "s no1 a 
new hip-hop group or 
a social club or a new 
record fro1n Quest. 
According to 22-year-old, Kenya Abdul-
Hadi , Howard student and Vibe originator, 
the whole concept of Tribe Vibe is to offer 
students quali!y products which feature 
characters with noses, lips and eyes that 
look like theirs. 
receive. Abdul-Hadi sees hi s long term 
goal for Tribe Vibe to gather up ''a con-
glomeration of arti sts setting trends on 
fashion and artwork." 
It's no1 really a feel ing 
or a reaction. bu1 it is 
close to all of this with 
llavor to spare. 
''We started out with depictions of 
African culture and ma sks'' explained 
Abdu\-Hadi, ·· ... the characters are always 
changing. I think everyo11e at Howard is 
original and they deserve original work." 
"If we could get a dozen artists we could 
real ly take the art world by stonn," Abdul-
Hadi said. 
" 
Accordi11g to Vibe partner Ev·.runike 
Akphan. 21. Tribe Vibe is a col lection of 
artis1s who get together to create ''wearable 
Abdul-Hadi paints much of the gear 
himself. bul he also enrolls the help of sev-
eral other arti sts and craftsmen, locally and 
in his hometown of Philadelphia. Pa. In 
addition fo Abdul-Hadi and Akphan, Tribe 
Vibe also includes Howard students lnonge 
Khabele, James Logan and Quadir Vicks. 
Tribe Vibe began two and a half years 
ago in Philadelphia when Abdul-Hadi saw 
draw ings a friend had done in a sketch 
book. He suggested that hi s friend, Bariq 
Muhamain, take a few plain tee-shirts and 
put his talent 10 work. 
art.,, Abdul-Hadi brought the shins back to 
. Howard and was able to sell them quickly. ' But it 's more than thal. 
Tribe Vibe is a visual reaction to !he 
audio experience of the whole hip-hop cul-
ture. While most of the artwork is derived 
from traditional African aJb many of their 
tee-shirts feature copies ot' tr<tditional 
That's when he realized that se lling the 
shirts presented an opportunity to make 
money and help out young, talented artists. 
African sculptures with fat stoogie ties or 
baseball caps on their sculptured ebo11y 
heads. 
Vibe has not yet proven to be financially 
rewarding for Abdul-Hadi or Akphan. But 
they really don 't mind (yel). 
One of the many goals of Tribe Vibe is 
to ofl'er exposure to young artists and their 
work: exposure they might not otherWise 
During a routine visit to area galleries 
and stores trying to market his wares, 
Abdul-Hadi met Ewunike Akphan, then a 
psychology rpajor working at Sun Gallery 
Goldsmith , a jewe lry store in Adams 
Morgan. After a short recess from the busi-
Books 
The colors. o SUCCl!SS 
Spiritu~lity, inner self keys to prosperity 
By Jasmine Young pie of our stature, nothing is impossible; for we 
Hilltop Staff Writer shall rise because it is inevitable. 
His Think and GroH1 Ric/1 teaches its reader the 
s one is nurtured from infancy to secrets of success. It reveals how you can use 
adulthood, liv ing life as the Bl<!~k them to make your ultimate financial dreams 
being that we are, we-h-ave no come true. 
choice but to have aspirations. We The first chapter is entitled, ''Inner Space: The 
have aspiration s of s1a tus and final frontier is a vivacious oulline of the source 
weal1h tha1 our royal culture deserves. of con1entment ''. The author states that the 
Even as kings and queens, it is said that many • Asiatic soul has always been an explorer. We 
dreams do end up stinking like potent meat. It has musl first explore all possibilities. The, '' You 
been ·said that dreams don '1 have to die. For must establish your dreams and quietly move in 
blacks residing in the United States there are the direction of attaining them." Well, this is true 
inborn dreams 1hat for the most part never see . and everything leads back 10 one power. The 
reali1y. However. in this new addendum to the mind is mystical and is an external work force. It 
Napoleon Hill Best-seller, author Dennis Kimbro is never ''idle." The author adds that it is the 
screams .to the black conscience. to Think and grea1es1 of all human asse1s. If one explores 
GroH' Rich. Everyone has choices to make . his/her mental capacity, they will definitely see 
Whether right or wrong. Kimbro states 1ha1 1he the following changes: 
choice is still , ''A black choice''. I . Mental and physical well-being. 
This book, a masterpiece within itself, explains 2. Success in your chosen field of endeavor. 
to the black intellect that leaders of the race have ' 3. A sense of personal fulfillmen1. 
''Realized his or her dreams of success." J If you realize predicament, yciu have located the 
People like Spike Lee, George \~ ;:~hington key to open the door to the next frontier. 
Carver, Jesse Jackson and Oprah Winfrey, etc. are ''With imagination, man has penetrated the 
allegedly rich because they sought after material stars, conquered lhe seas below and the air above 
wealth, but also chose happiness and freedom. In and created a simpler and easier quantity of lif; 
my opinion these characteristics are extremely by combining ideas and action. The imagination 
Movies 
• 
ness because of poor sales, Adbul-Hadi 
decided he needed a new influence, a 
''female flavor' ', he said, to get 'da Vibe 
flow in' again. He ,a§ked Akphan to gel 
involved and she agreed. 
The arrangement \vorks for Akphan, 
who previously had no business experi-
ence, although she had ''worked at so many 
clothing stores it 's ridiculous." Akphan is 
learning marketing and business manage-
ment skills as she goes along and plans to 
take a few business courses when she re- . 
enrolls at Howard. 
From a business and marketing point of 
view, Vibe still has a lot to N accomplish. 
' They split the profits in thirds between the 
company, the artis~ and cost of materials. 
Their major marketing strategy, 
divulged Akphan, is to "frequent as many 
art exhibits in the D.C. area as possible.'' 
Vibe partners make a point of wearing their 
own gear as much as humanly possible, 
especially to art exhibits and craft fairs: 
Although Tribe Vibe has the unofficial 
subtitle of ''wearable art'', and most of their 
products are hats, tees, sweat shirts and 
jean shirts, they have refused to lock them-
selves into any one category. Vibe recently 
completed work on a wocxlen table, which 
they painted by special request of a cus-
romer. I 
Vibe is available to paint almost any-
thing. Customers can find their products in 
the Miya Gallery on 8th and E Streets, 
N.W., the Armour J. Blackbum Center 
several days a week, or by contacting 
Ewunike Akphan or Kenya Abdul-Hadi at 
Tribe Vibe Headquarters: (202) 986-2858. 
The artists wi ll paint to the customer 's 
specifications or create one of their own 
designs personalized especially for you. 
Prices for ready-to-wear items are $20-
$100. 
Tribe Vibe will also have a show of their 
wares this Sun. , March 8, at 2651 16th 
Street, N.W., Apt. #102 (one block from 
Meridian Hill Dormitory) from 1-7 p.m. 
The showing will be open to the public. 
• . 
vze • • • 
By Hassan E~Amln 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
rom the title to the 
las t credit, Julie 
Dash's film , 
''Daughters of the 
Oust'', swirls with ethereal 
images of a rich African 
past, destroying the notion 
that the Black experience is 
confined to ''the 'hood''. 
''Daughter's'', Dash 's flfSt 
feature film which made its 
Washington debut last Friday, 
chronicles the migration of 
the Peazants, a family of 
Gullah descent, from Ibo 
Landing, a sea island off the 
coast of South Carolina, to 
the mainland. 
Of course. the decision to 
leave the seemingly tropical 
oasis of Ibo Landing does 
not sit well with all members 
of 1he family. Nana Peazant, 
matriarch of the family 
played by Cora Lee Day, 
rejects the move fearing that 
once removed from the land, 
the family would loSe touch 
'with the their ancestral 
roots. 
At the olher end of the 
spectrum is Haagar Peazant 
(Kaycee Moore), who 
regards the locks of hair and 
scraps of cloth Nana carries 
as ''Hoodoo mess" and is 
anxious to sever her cultural 
ties to the land so that she 
and her daughters can 
become ''decent somebod-
ies''. 
There are other conflicts 
in the story such as Nana's 
granddaughter, Eula (Alva 
Rogers), who struggles with 
carrying the child of a white 
rapist whi le hiding the 
rapist's identity from her tor-
difficult to achieve, as a black person in this cruel 
and inconsiderate way of life. However, fOr peo- please see SUCCESS page BJ 
' 
"Daughters of the Dust" film director Julie Dash 
The film explores the cul-
ture of the Gullah, decen-
dents of West African slaves 
who were able to retain much 
of their native culture due to 
their isolation from the main-
land. The story serves sam-
ples of their food, fashions 
and language, a unique mix-
ture of English and African 
languages. please see FILM page B3 
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expedition; :&. pleasure trip; :J, out ward movement or cycle of movement. 
CRO\'IN OF BRAIDS 
making love 
by Fred Goodall 
making love to a black woman 
is like ... 
slow dancing 
sweating 
as she melts on your chest 
and drips down your thighs 
whipped cream & cherries 
sliding down your legs 
too fast to lick 
(her afro/disiacJ 
skinny dipping 
in on icecube 
when you' r8" 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling ... HOTI 
lips, teeth , tongues 
in love, in motion 
stoking a cat 
purring 
stroking 
an angel at dawn 
listening to Duke on the piano 
bumping grinding, singing 
imagination music 
in the dork 
playing horns on your knees 
horns on knees 1 
horns/knees 
movin1;i, bending, stretching 
in love, in motion 
planting a rose 
in heaven 
plugging into hw 
rhythm 
oooooooooooooh 
making love to a black woman 
is like ... ' 
being born again 
'.You 're the center of my 6eing; the 
f\seper of my heart, 
Jl5 sweet as 6rown sugar, yet 
POSS'ESSI9{.fj an inner spirit 
tougli£r tlian any rrutal 
'.You 're my mother, my sister, my 
wife, my aaugliter, my fiUni. 
'.Your 6eauty aruf feminin'ity lias 
marfe you 
the treasure tliat a[[ rrun seer(, 
'.Your (ave of your peopfe fias rruufe 
yo.u 
'11U teacher of a[[ man{\jruf. 
'Wfiat maf(es you great, is your 
11Wrfesty. 
'.You 're a queen! 
'Iliis is evUfent in your gracefu[ 
strirfe, 
your CD:!{'lJ:fI'D'E'J.[f}E in 
: yourself, 
ana in your peop[e . 
yes, you are. a queen, 6ut a falfen 
queen. 
'.YO'U ''l('E no fonger given the 
1 respect aue to you, 
yet you stiff remain prouti; 
stiff remain strong. 
'.You liave 6een patient ana fougfit 
' the otfd.s 
now you are coming into you own. 
'Iliis is rfedicated to you 'lJ(acf( 
Woman 
WANTED: Poems, ARTWORK, essays 
and stuff! Submit to: 
The Hilltop 
2252 Sherman Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20059 
Attention: Askhari, Excursions 
Black Woman Have Faith 
by Dwayne Andrews 
(from the Faces of the New Revolution) 
the Black Man is sometimes an 
enigma to 
society 
Some think we're violent 
Some think we're irresponsible 
Statistics say tha t our lives are in 
danger 
The gun and the pipe are the tools of 
demise 
It's just so hard to stay on the right 
sid e 
B-T-H are you listening to me 
Why are you leaving you stupid 
w hore 
With those high heels and those short 
skirts 
Where' m y dinner? 
What, you' re leaving. Fine BREEZE 
hat's w hy your sister is coming here 
as soon 
as you go. 
HA! I told you that dumb slut w hat 
time it w &s. 
Damn, I'm so lonely 
Come back baby, I didn' t mean it 
I need YOU, the backbone of my 
family. 
Please have faith in th is Black man 
We' re not a ll d rug dealing, car 
stealing, gun 
toting, crack 
smoking, woman beating, gang 
leading, two 
bit thugs. 
Search for us, we' r.e.there. Please 
, , 
don't • -
despair. 
~ For every bi'd apple there are two 
other 
ones. 
Without you I' ll go riowhere 
Try to understand 
Women, p lease have fai th in every 
Black man. ---.., 
You put on my shoes 
comb my hair while I cry 
feed me and beat 
Mommy, Where 's Daddy? 
You fixed the car yesterday i and hod to rush to work rippin ' and runnin' all day Mommy, Where· s Daddy? i 
Arguin ' wit' the landlord J cussin' at the neighbors cookin · for the holidays Mommy Where· s Daddy? 
t You took me to the park and we rode the bumper-cars 
eatin' cotton candy 
t But Mommy, Where's Daddy? Remember Mommy. me and you 
pushed 'dot new trigerator P -
to the 3rd floor. 
... 
'dot was fun Mommy. But Where's • Daddy? 
I wen to school today Mommy 
and umm, dey ask me 
who my hero was and I said • I' on know. I guess my Mommy f 
IS 
-
My Queen N • 
by Kirk K. Dunbar 
'!. 
• 
Your eyes are pools of 
mystery 
Enigmatic, yet enamoring !i. 
Your jet black mane '!!' 
Adorning the head of a 
princess \I' 
Cascade about its sides 
Surrounding and enhancing I 
Features Aphrodite would " 
envy 1~ Your voice The sound of life and 
la11ghter 
Bubles forth 
Over Ups exquisite and 
in vi~ 
Equaldd in perfection 
by ivory hued teeth· 
Which arouse joy·With II 
every smile ~l'l 
You are a creature to be ~ 
searched for, I;' 
yet not found a, 
seen only in illusion 
Held only as imagiruatien 
Your blessing of beauty 
Is curse to all who would 
possess you 
You are perfection 
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**WING IT** 
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: IT'S A WING THING : 
: w9 Know You'ff Unclerslandl : 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1210 U Street, NW 
WashingtOll, DC 
For Fast, Free Delivery Call 
16-.m 
(202)29'1-3985 . 
(202)291-3988 
MON.~T.-10AM-1-ZAM 
SIJN.:.11 AM'8 PM 
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ATTENTION ALL 
• 
STUDENTS!!! 
Bill collectors got you down? 
Need to get the wolf off your back? 
THEN CALL \ 
PRESTIGE FINANCIAL 
FOR CREDIT RELIEF AND 
PEACE OF MIND! 
Take Control of Your Financial 
Destiny! 
Learn How to Use Credit Wisely! 
CREDIT CRISES ASSISTANCE WITH: 
*CREDIT CARDS 
*CREDIT PROBLEMS 
*CREDIT REPORT IMPROVEMENT 
*IRS TAX PROBLEMS I ~ 
*STUDENT LOANS 
INSTANT DEBT RELIEF WITHIN 24 HOURS 
IS JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY. 
CALL FOR A FREE CONSULTATION: 
(703) 528-4884 
• SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS · FAMILY 
; ASSIS TANCE ALSO AVAILABLE. 
TELL THEM BARRETI' COLEMAN SENT YOU. 
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By Dara Jackson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
n the past , Howard 
University has pro-
duced some of the most 
successful doctors, 
lawyers, entrepreneurs 
and political leaders. 
Now it seems 10 be the pre-
miere prcxlucer of hip-hop artists. 
• 
Together, Mike Jeter (Kenyaflow), Amiri Barak.a, Jr.~ 
(Mid), John Butler (John Doe), Jay Perry (Jay One 's) and 
Bert Smith (Cas tlo) make up One Step' Beyond-
Ho~ard's newest addition to its evergrowing hip-hop 
fami ly. . 
Jeter and Baraka are the lead MCs; however, Butler, 
their D.J., has been known to pick up the mic and do his 
thang. 
''I'm the all round man," Butler said. ''I'm the pro-
ducer, I'm the beatmaker, but you see me behind the 
turntables most of the time." The group thrives on col· 
laboration. Each member is respOnsible not only for hi s 
primary duty, but also for being all around members. 
One Step Beyond (OSB) formed during the fall of '90 
when many of the members were residents of Charles 
Drew freshmen donnitory. They were already friends 
and would often flow to parties and campus function 15 
deep. When they realized that they had a common inter-
est in making music and becoming rap artists, the only 
logical step was to form a group.' The fact that Butler 
a~ea~y had equipment and experience deejaying from 
hts high school days in Philly was the icing on the cake. 
All members of OSB are 19-year-old sophomores, and 
besides sharing a die·hard interest in hip-hoP, it 's proba-
bly their only common link. 
The five individuals who make up OfiB are as diverse 
in personality as they are in geographical back\rounds. 
Jeter and Perry are both from New York...:...the Bronx and 
~'Strong'' Island, respectively- although Jeter was living 
1n D.C. long before he started attending Howard. Barak3. 
(yes, he is the son of Amiri Barak.a) is from Newark, N.J.; 
Butler is from Philadelphia, Pa. ; and Bert, as the only 
non-East Coast contributor, is from Oakland, California. 
l 
which may be 
scheduled at 
2:30 p.m. or 3 
p.m. (depending 
on which mem-
ber you ask), 
may not get off 
the ground until 
4 p.m. But once 
it gets rolling , 
everything more 
or less. falls into 
place. 
All contribute 
to song ideas for 
sampling and 
beats. Jeter and 
Mid are the writ· 
ers. Perry and 
Smith are the 
dancers. All 
take turns run-
ning things, but 
it 's the cool 
inherent leader-
ship qualities of 
Butler which 
kee p things 
moving. 
Jeter admit s 
that being in 
school has been 
both a help and a 
hindrance to try-
om success 
ing to break into 
lhe business. 
''Person ally,~ 
[being in sch'~1J 
been a help 
because now tha1 
I'm dealing with 
c ommuni ca-
tions-·it 's teach-
, 
ing me ... a li ttle 
bit about the 
business ... bas i-
cally abou1 com-
munications. But 
at the same time, 
it 's been a hin -
d r a n c e 
because ... instead 
of fully concen-
tra~ing , we have 
to spli1 our time 
up equally. If our 
music 1s up to 
par, then our 
grades-well , for 
me-will not be 
up to par," Jeter 
said . 
'' I f we 
could get a con-
tract and stay in 
school , tha1 
would be ideal. 
83 
We 've got our majors, and right now 
our minor is hip-hop music ," Mid 
said. 
As far as their music goes, 
Butler said, ''I wouldn't really say that 
there 's one definite specific message. 
We are conscious brothers who know 
what 's going on and we try to provide 
positivity th'rough our·music, but it's 
not defined as we are positive, posi-
1ive, positive ... " What One Step 
Beyond does try to do is crea1e music 
that people will enjoy and dance to. 
''Music is a powerful tool and if you listen to music as 
much as people do, you can learn so many things from ii," 
Butler added. 
The sounds that they are really trying to create is a 
positive mixture of education and entertainment without 
categorizing them selves into the ground. 
' 'When I came to Howard, " Baraka said, '' we 
came ... on common ground .. . We all wanted to be artists. 
'I feel ... like if everybody 's from the heart then ain't no 
stopping us. It's not like we 're just in for the money. 
We will find a place in the rap industry and try to be 
unique." 
Baraka and Jeter contend that they style themselves 
after no one. Jeter says that his stage name, Kenyaflow, 
is meant 10 represent how he wants to sound. Kenya is 
his middle nanie and flow comes from how his lyrics 
flow: like water. 
''I want my lyrics and skill to symbolize like water 
cause water is such a movable substance, a liquid, it 
moves quickly." Jeter explained . . 
OSB is still unsigned, but th,ey have produced demos 
and had success in being included in paid performances 
wi th the likes of Black Sheep and Ed O.G and Da 
Bulldogs. They hav .. ~ spent time doiqg demo tapes of their 
songs, ' 'The Over Throw," an old school sty le rhyme 
about overthrowing stereotypes, and ''Cat Out The Bag," 
·which is about the secret of One Step Beyond being let 
out. 
Their personality differences 
make their sound inte~sting and 
unique, so it 's hard to place them 
in a definitive sound category. 
But it also adds to the disorgani-
The group is in constant motion with its collective eye 
toward the future. They would eventually like to move 
onto production and have expressed concern that there is 
not enough African-American control over rap music 
,-------.-=--:;-c;-;:;---;---;-----;--;----;:;:-;-;---;;-;;-;--:---:---=--,---=-----=,------:::------,-_:_--- behind the scene-the record 
names: Amiri Baraka, Jr., Johnny Butler, Michael Jeter, Jay Perry, Bertrell Smith companies, the engineering and 
1he distribution. 
zation of being a new group. 
aliases: Mid Noble. John Doe, Kenyaflow, Jay, Castlo One Step Beyond isn't try-
i'ng to be the next KRS-One or 
They are trying to gel musically ages: All 19! All sophomores! ' the next Tribe Called Quest. 
W 
What they are trying to be is one while they are simultaneously 
trying to get to know each other 
on a friendship level . 
'' e eventually want to try to get into the industry, network, and bring step beyond all existing groups. 
th ' • h Af ''One Step Beyond is what the 
modius vivendi: 
On an average afternoon, the 
group wil l practice for three 
hours. That ''quality '' time , 
o ers ID wit us... ter that we want to try to create our own so we can dictate our name signifies," Jeter said. "One 
step beyond- going beyond the goals and our agenda.'' ordinary, going beyond the 
Su~cess transcends physical plane 
SUCCESS from BI 
is the great workshop where the 
potentialities are practically unlim-
. ited." These views of Hill are 
expressed by Kimbro so fragrantly 
in the second chapter so creatively 
called ''Imagination : Ideas in 
action. Kimbro urges the reader not 
to limit his/her imagination. To 
take everything to the skys' limit. 
He illustrates his initial point by 
telling of a small child named Mae 
Jemison who wanted it all. With 
dreams of careers in medicine and 
engineering, she gallantly graduated 
in the atomic year of 1977. This 
goes to show an individual that with 
a vivid imagination, ·any and every-
- thing is in our grasp.' 
· If all your thoughts are centered 
around your ideas, you will soon 
see that these very ideas become the 
first skip in the succe ss chain . 
''Ideas are created by infinite intelli-
gence and manifested through you. '' 
When you have a concrete idea in 
your head you are .suited with the 
armor of life to travel to the next 
plateau. 
Desire is the starting point of all 
achievement. If this idea is burning 
within you. In chapter three you 
will find just how to deal with it. 
What is it that you desire? What is 
it that ybur acquiring foundation? 
Your motives are a part of your 
desire. Coming to a general con· 
sensus will .aid you in succe.ss. 
Kimbro states that !here are basic 
motives that people respo'nd-10. 
These are said to ''Influence practi-
cally every human thought or 
deed'': 
Love 
Financial gain 
Self preservation 
Sex 
Power and Fame 
Freedom 
Creativity 
Anger and Revenge 
Fear 
Once one understands 1he 
motives, if he/she sets. their goals. 
they can reach any altitude. 
''Faith is the subs1ance of things 
hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen . '' Faith is indeed and 
important factor on the road to suc-
cess. When traveling this hard path 
one must be very cautious as not to 
lose their faith. Never lose sight, 
for if you do, everything you hoped 
for will be diminished. 
In the proceeding chapters, the 
author stressed the importance of 
the situation. For example, the 
question is asked, ''What are you 
worth?'' A smart Asiatic brother or 
sister would answer, ' 'I'm all in all." 
This attitude will assure everyone 
that we as a people are capable of 
everything. In addition, if you have 
''Self Reliance, a· Pleasing personal-
ity and sever amount of enthusi-
asm," yo u are one to be well 
equipped in your endeavors. 
The authors also add to the boil-
ing pot, an in-depth informative 
message on money. They let the 
reader know that money definitely 
talks and it would do them well to 
listen. In add ition, the three magic 
words assured to get you far are, 
''right mental attitude." If your 
menial attitude is correct, the other 
characteristics would have a hard 
time not appearing. Wherever you 
go and whatever you do, remember 
that you niust know the words that 
can get you anywhere. 
The final chapter of this book 
discusses your great discovery. the 
outer space. The authors say that 
self-di scipline is the master key to 
ri ches. ''The person who masters 
himself through self-di scipline will 
never be mastered by others!'' A 
self-disciplined individual is one 
that is the most important person in 
society. 
I must add that this book was 
wonderfully written. Explaining 
every step to ri ches in detail , the 
authors have definitely completed 
the job that they have set out to do. 
The rpost he lpful information, in 
my opinion , was the authors 
desc~ptions of riches. Many people 
see riches as many differed things. 
The authors gather all of them (for 
the mos1 part) and describes them in 
detail. ' 'Kimbro acknowledges that 
Black Americans face enormou s 
problen1s: discrimination, poverty. 
illiteracy, crime and drug abuse." 
With this in mind, Kimbro leis the 
black population that these obsta-
cles need not be present on the road 
to success. Black people be aware 
of genocidal tactics, read this guide 
to success. You can achieve it 
' through, on, or around all obstacles. 
For all you must do is, ''Think and 
Grow Rich. '' 
Kimbro describes riches as: 
I . Peace of n1ind 
2. The right mental attitude 
3. Health and energy 
4. Loving relationships 
5. Financial freedom 
6. Worthy goals and ideas 
7. PeFsonal fulfillment 
·Visual metaphors featured on film 
FILM From Bl 
tured husband Eli (Adisa Anderson), whom she 
fears will bring harm to himself if he ever finds out. 
The movie is an innovation in three ways. First, the 
1 story breaks from the confining Hollywood fonnula 
of each idea "logically following the the other", but as 
dramatic fragments intricately weaving into a cohe-
sive form . 
''I think that 's how we remember our history," said 
Dash in a recent interview with New York Newsday 
magazine, ''not as a linear narrative, but in vignettes 
that are larger than life,'' · 
Secondly, in looking at Gullah life, a new link to 
the ~h~in to African heritage is revealed, giving view· 
ers 1ns1ght to a group of people that ma'ny know little 
about. Finally, ''Daughters'' is a crowning achieve· 
ment for black women. Because the story is from a 
black woman's point of view, viewers get a truly com-
• 
prehensive look at her on the silver screen. 
However, this i's by no accident. 
Writer-director-producer Julie Dash has worked 
many years to present accurate portrayals of Black 
women. The film, ten years in the making, has been 
her personal and professional ody ssey. Neither 
Hurricane Hugo, which hit the island during filming. 
or her constant lack of funds preven1ed her from see-
ing her dream to its completion. 
Ci~ematographer and Howard graduate, Arthur 
Jafa, tS the force behind the movie's stunning visual 
style. Some criticize it for being ''too beautiful'', bu-I 
one must ask oneself should Black films only show 
the grit of ghetto life or also include stories of beauty 
that a?d dime?s!?n to the images of Blac~ people. 
J~l1e Dash ~ Daughters of the .Dust'' is currently 
playing at the Key Theatre 1222 WtSconsin Ave. NW. 
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Rankin's New ' . 
LSAT Premium Program: • 
The Best Way To Prepare For Thr LS.AT 
If you're one of the nation's 95,<XXl air • LSAT Gold Package 
plicants determined to get into ari accred· ' In_addition to the 40-holir LSAT coutse, · 
itedlaw scbOOl,yourJiowthecompetition Ronkin's LSAT Gold Pacbge _iliC_!udes 
• 
is tough. Since there are our two-day LSAT Illten~ 
only 44,000 openings, a -sive..SIUdy C.iinics offt'Jed 
high score on the LSAT is imill\ldiateiy priOt iO i.SAT 
crucial. -_ e>imiil8tion ~m .. These 
That's why Ronkin ere· - clinicsconCentlafli&nLrigi. -
ated the LSAT Ptemium cal Rea.wr/mg' *1'1 Logic 
Pr.!Ygram which 9ffers a Games. TiteGpld~!tase 
choice of three varied . also _- includes o.ui Law 
levels of amstance, School Success ·-~ 
• LSAT Preplration ·. which covers la.w school 
Course - .·· · exam preparation, lepl 
Vsjng the most recentl}t up- - writing, legal «~1th, and 
dated cuniculum, our 4(). career planning. : . ---
hollrcourse stre• critical , • LS~T'Platinlim 
tlilnltlng, argument an8Jy~ , _ · Package ... 
sis and logical reasoning, Besides_ class· This plan provides ~v¢rythillg you'll IM!eCf 
room time, our comprehensive LSAT to get into law school and to be.a success~ 
course provides live tutorials;-lhi'ee diag· Enroll and you'll receive out LSAT Pre· 
nosticexams,threepracticeexams,acom· paration course,,I,SAT Intensiv~s~ 
puter·based tutorial program, h<imewat · ClinicS, Law SchoOI' Succ~ -Jlrogrim, 
materials that include relem!LSATs, and plus out Law Scoool Selection and Appli· 
a toll-free Dial-A-Teacher line. Two-day -cation AssislallCe Programs .. 
clinics, which are included in Ronkin's Soifyou'reloOkingfocthebeStinLSAT 
LSAT Gold and Plalinum Piw;kages, are and law school preparatioo prognuilS, call 
also available for an additional fee. The Rankin Educational Group. 
Georgetown 
625-1100 
' 
' 
• 
We'll Make Swe You Make It! 
LSAT•GMAToGRE•MCAT 
• 
• 
• 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
HILLTOPICS DEADLINE is 
' Monday at 5:00 p.m. SHARP. 
No exceptions!! 
CURRENTPROJECT2000 
TEACHERS ASSISTANTS 
STOP BY THE UGSA OFFICE 
IN BLACKBURN ROOM 110, 
Every Friday' at 7:00pm in 
Douglass Hall Room 116. This 
week's topic: Conscjouspess 
Knowledge is Power! Please 
. . ' JOtn US .. 
, FOR RENT 
CHEAP! Flil/U.s. SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES ............. $200 
, CALL 806-6918 86 vw ...................... .. ..... $50 
' 
Howard University Counseling 
Service A Drama Presentation 
She'sGotta Have It? 
He's Gotta Have It? 
"A Rap Session on 
Male-Female Relationships and 
Date-Rape" Tuesday, March IO 
l 2:00pm to 2:00pm 
Blackbum Center, the Gallery, 
First Floor 
ATTENTION! 
UGSA Candidates 
March I 0, 1992 
Blackbum Forum at 7 PM 
This is the first transitional 
n1eeting for nomination of next 
year's executive officets1llld 
committee chairs. Newly elected 
representative will also be 
briefed on current affairs. 
STUDENTS, FACULTY, 
STAFF TOP PRICES PAID 
FOR USED AND UN\\'.ANTED 
BOOKS WITH RESALE 
VALUE. TAJ BOOK SERVICE 
TAJ 722-070 I 
Howard's Episcopal/Anglican 
Mission invices you to Services 
in the Carnegie Building's Little 
Chapel each Sunday 9a.m. 
California Club Mtg. 
WED. MAR. 11 , 1992 
@ 5:00P.M. Blackbum Forum 
Pick up T-Shins! ! · · 
WE CHALLENGE YOU! 
The Wisconsin Club takes on 
Indiana in the bowling alley. 
Friday, March 6th, 1992 5pm-
7pm Blackbum Recreation 
Center. Come Suppon Your 
Team! 
UPDATE!! 
Were you at the Sigma Cabaret ? 
~ 
will be the only question after 
thi s one is over. A limited 
number of tickets are available. 
Look for more details on 
SIGMA EXPO. 
-SPRING EXPRESS '92 TO 
NY!= AND BROOKLYN. 3/20 
TO 3/29/92. ROUND TRIP $47. 
RM. 938 WEST TOWERS 
COMPLEMENTARY 
' SNACKS, T. V. - VCR. SEE 
FLYERS FOR MORE 411 ! 
ONE WAY $25. 
Congratulations Newly elected 
U.G.S.A. representatives. There 
will be a mandatory transitional 
meeting on Tuesday, March 10. 
Call 806-69 18 
Mr. Howard applications can be 
picked up in the U.G.S.A office 
room 110 Blackbum. Deadline, 
March 20. 
EXTEND YOUR BEAUTY 
Spring Break Special weaves 
from $I 0. Gets french rolls from 
$25 Braids from $35, Twist 
from $60 Call Tracey Lynn 
(202) 483-2477. 
BOOKDRJVE! 
• 
87 Ml;RCEDES .............. $100 
65 MUSTANG ................ $50 
Choose from thousands staning 
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details 801-379-2929 
Copzright #DC I 2KJC 
Furnished Rooms for Rent Two 
Blocks From Campus. Large 
and Small from $275.00 per 
month. Tel. (202) 483-0047. 
Adams Morgan/Columbia 
Heights- Sunny 2 bedroom 
condo, walk to HU, shopping 
public transpon, $650+, call 
Steve 202 388-4068 
SHARE 3BR HOUSE 
• 
with HU Students $240.00 + 
util . Hobart and Georgia contact 
Desmond (202) 462-5842 
One bedroom apanment for rent 
in Nonheast DC. $350.00 per 
month plus utilities. $150.00 
Security deposit. Call (202)882-
8508 
One large bedroom for rent in 
NW for $225.00 per nio. Share 
kitchen and bath. Utilitiles 
included. $100.00 Security 
deposit. Call (202) 882-8508 
Room for Rent in two bedroom 
apanment 2 blocks from Slowe 
W/W, carpet, W/D, 
$250.00/month; $250.00 deposit 
6 month/ I year lease; females 
only. Call 234-1159 
SERVICES 
Quality VCR 
Repair 
Guaranteed Service 
Low Rates. 
Call (202) 882-5845. 
HELP WANTED 
ASTRON WORLD WIDE 
PRODUCTS "HOW TO 
MAKE $500.00 A WEEK 
TYPING AT HOME" 
EARN MONEY typing at home. 
Many people needed. Amazing 
recorded message reveals 
details. 202-310-1296 Ext. #102 
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS 
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple 
"like/don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, 
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. 
FREE 24 Hour Recording 801-
379-2925 Copyright 
#DCl2KEB 
EARN $2000 + FREE 
SPRING BREAK TRIPS! 
North America's# 1 Student 
Tour Operation seeking 
motivated students, 
organizations, fraternities, and 
sororities as campus 
representatives promoting 
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, and 
Panama City! Call I (800) 724-
1555 ! 
UNIVERSITY OF 
MICHIGAN SHADY TRAILS 
CAMP 
' New Books Needed for Children 1992 Summer employment 
' (Ages 3-17). To Be Collected opportunities are available at 
from March 10-19. Check Shady Trails Camp located on 
Dorms for Collection Sites. Grad Traverse Bay in northern 
Sponsored by Alpha Chapter - Michigan. The camp provides 
• zq.B speech and language therapy to 
NYS LTD children and youth with 
SPRING BREAK communicative impairments in a 
BUS TRIP traditional summer camp setting. 
$20 ONE WAY Open positions include 
MORE INFO TOWERS 406W counselors and recreation, lll'aft, 
The Alabama Club will meet and waterfront staff. For 
Tues., March 10th 6:30pm 126 information, call (313) 764-
Douglass · 8442, or write: 
Black Nia F.O.R.C.E. would University of Michigan 
like to invite' the PUBLIC out - Shady Trails Camp 
to their weekly open meetings, 1111 E. Catherine St. 
I 
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Ann Arbor, Ml 48109-2054 
The University of Michigan is 
an Equal Opponunity 
Affirmative Action Employer 
NEED EXTRA CASH FOR 
SPRING BREAK? Earn $500 -
$1000 weekly stuffing 
envelopes at home ! Send a 
S.A.S.A. to : Efficiant 
Commissioning Home 
Opportunities P.O. Box 214 
Washington, D.C. 20059 EARN 
AT Least $500.00. By Spring 
Break! 
PERSONALS 
TO: Khadijah 
Since Rick can't find the Hilltop 
- Here's one from me. - Keep 
that warm smile. -- Leona 
Willis Happy Binhday ZETA 
Phi Beta Sigma 
To: Greg Evans 
Happy Binhday my friend. 
Thanks for always being there. 
-- Signed Missing Doug But not 
vulnerable 
To: Donna Lee 
Who told you and Aaron you 
could have any eyes Happy 
Binhday Twin. I'm sure going to 
1niss you after you gradu~te in 
May. -- Love you, L. Lewis 
Julius and Erik, 
Don't worry, if you have seen 
the light of daybreak, don 't 
worry about what dusk will 
bring. Some never even see the 
light. Aren't you glad you've 
seen ii? --Love, Steff 
-Steff, 
Homecoming looks good on 
you. Thanks for the night of 
Blackness, keep your head to the 
sky.-- Aricka 
Erik, don't worry about the 
plants, the truth will prevail. 
-- Tena 
To J.B. and Erik: 
All or our suppon ... the girls 
will back you all the way. 
-- Karen, Jessica & Laura 
Melody Jordan, 
I love you. -- Vlad 
From The Professor: 
1 have a sudden craving for 
some honey!! 
Ward- You walked on P with me 
I'll never forget it - AW 
Kevin Parks, , 
Congratulations. 1 knew you 
could do it. Let's break in the 
tux. -- Signed "It's my tum" 
To the Innovative Women of 
Ardorous - 37 HAPPY I ST 
Anniversary Remember that 
Delta Bond is true sorors, we 
love you. -- 24-A-9 1 and 32-A-
91 
The Man Who Wants My 
"Tacos", 
WHAT"S UP?!?!?! -- The 
Taco Chef 
Congratulations TaNoah! ! ! 
Love, your sweetmates on the 
3rd floor. -- Felicia, Vanessa, 
Andrea, Tracy, Leslie and Erika 
Happy Binhday Corey C., 20! ! ! 
I hope your B-day was great 3/3 
I also hope that you make it over 
the rainbow, but I have faith in 
you so I know you will. 
Kill the Weeds Posse, 
If so may the wind be a caution 
to the sea, be that of a lawn 
mower, but kill the weeds-
. Destroy All Weeds! Weeds 
a.k.a. Howard Male Creepers 
Lillian, 
I can relate with you on Goose 
only because I've taken that trip 
before. If I could do it over I 
would have postponed that trip. 
I planned it quick - too quick 
Be patient - don't be like me and 
- forget necessary things. 
-- Petula 
It's a bird! It's a plane! It's 
.. . . . 
SYNERGY 
"T" I love you. --"Moni" 
J-Nice, 
"Perseverance" is the key right 
now. HANG IN THERE! 
-- D-Love 
BLUE PHI!?! 
To the Lost Boyz of Sp. 92 4 the 
hard way. Welcome back to the 
world. It took 7 weeks but you 
are right on time, and to those 
who are late, don't break your 
ankles on the skates. -- A.D 
King of Swing 8-A-90 
To The Lost Boys, 
Congrats, it took 7 weeks. But 
you finally completed that 
impossible mission: We love 
you, Sands. -- Wrecking Crew 
( 10) 
To the Lost Boys, 
Love ya, Smigg's. --
Mastermind 3-A-92 
D.O.P, A.D.P. , A.D.K. & 
Spellbound, No wins w/out you . 
Everybody else. - good Sh--! 
The Lost Boyz. Love You. 
--Seen -
Nastyman, 
Way to go Spec. It's good to 
have you! -- Dean Bloodshed 
Congratulations, 
To "The Lost Boyz" of Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity, Inc. Alpha 
Chapter. -- 3-A-91 
Congratulations, 
To the Sons of Bloodshed. 
-- l-·A-90 
Welcome Spec, 
Uphold the "12 inches" and 
Keep me proud. -- 3-A-91 
China Doll, 
E-1-Keee, I love doing that even 
on paper. Stay Sweet. --Hoover 
To the Five ladies, 
Without you I would not know 
the true meaning dt'sisterl\'ood. 
Thank you for everything you 
have don~ for me. I will never 
forget our impossible mission 
together. -- Wrecking Crew (10) 
To the Lost Boys, 
7 weeks down under. Brothers 
• 
mine congrats cause it lasts-a 
lifetime. -- A.O. Capone 8-,A-91 
The Lost Boys, 
Congrats, you completed the 
mission that was Impossible for 
us. Love always. --The 
Wrecking Crew (7) 
Congrats Sorors! Another Bad 
Creation. Zeta Phi Beta Sigma is 
Too Legit to Quit. -- 12-A-92 
Silent Melody I, 
Thanks 6-A-92. 2 x's Blue. 
--Love, Silent Melody II 
To my Front/Back, 
Mission completed, I'll love you 
forever sands. -- China Doll 
To 10-A-92, 
' My teary-eyed back! Stay 
Strong Marna. -- 9-A-92 
Hoover 10- Vacuum, 
You earned it. IHOP. 
Love ya 14 .. -- Ya Know Who 
Sorors of Spring '91, 
Thank you for welcoming me 
into Zetadom. You have made 
one of my many dreams come 
true. -- Love, "Juice" 14-A-92 
. Okay everybody, one more time 
S*Y*N*E*R*G*Y 
Sorors of Spring '92, 
Another Bad Creation -
Congratulations, we did it!! 
-- 14-A-92 "Juice" 
Too Legit, 
You can stop worrying now. We 
made it. Now, you can be 
welcomed into the ZPBS family. 
Don't ever change. -- Hoover 
To the Lost Boys, 
Ya down with 518? -- 5-A-91 
To the Crew-
Rachel, Erika, A-Jay, Shaundra, 
Tracey, Dani etc ... Bahamas or 
BUST! What's up? Let's get 
with it. -- (Special punch and 
biscuits are included) -- Excited 
To Kimber R, 
I really enjoy your company, but 
I wanna know - Is it good to 
you? -- From the world's 
greatest reggae dancer 
DANI K, 
Do you remember the times -
(the cove, SWOPE pare, Ron's 
Rules, the troll , The road trip to 
Dad's house, the discovery of 
Jordan, Michael and Nicole, 
Scott, the Varsity, Lindenwood 
Men) It's hard to believe that 
these are now mere memories. 
Let's try to keep them alive in 
our beans 4 ever .. Happy 21st 
B-day! Your truly the very best 
friend a person could be blessed 
with. --Erika (L.D.) 
Congratulations Sorors of 
Spring 1992 (A.B.C.) -- Alpha 
Chapter, Z<I>B 
Oh my Goodness! 
Happy 21st binhday! On March 
8th, your every wish is my 
command. -- Love Always, 
(your) Baby 
Tweety, 
Just because you're older does 
NOT mean you are the Boss. 
***HAPPY BIR11HDAY*** 
I hope you enjoy your visi t and 
your break. 1 love you a whole 
bunch ! ! - TESA P.S. You make 
me sick. 
Sunny-
You sing the song that makes the . 
whole world sing! May the 
spirit of the ancestors continue 
to guide you- Askhari 
Karen-
1 hope to see you in a thousand 
years ... still strong .. . still 
beautiful- BELIEVE' 
cAj 
Tschaka 
WOW- orgasmic stupor is great! 
Meet me on the floor Saturday 
night? And don't come early 
-RAPTURE 
Diana-
l think I'm falling for you!!! 
Do you feel the same?? 
Will you been mine, will you 
be my queen? 
Will you be the sunshine that 
I dare find? 
Love, 
Frankie and Johnny 
Mississippi Masala 
Ivan and Tene, 
It's past 12:00:00! Don't you 
think it's bedtime for Bailey 
and Desheilds!! 
To Eeek, 
Yeah1 I know who you thought 
this was for. Suprise, suprise. 
Keep on high pitchin'. 
Squeak 
FRED GOODALL 1 want 
. 
to be the soil that you plant your 
seed in ... I want you to grow and 
• Grow and GRow and GROw 
and GROW and then explode in 
a brilliant bouquet, donl wither 
away cuz I got the crazy game, 
and yo I'm smooth like 
BUTTER 
KAYWHY 
Hey Lollipop Luv, Can 1 have a 
Lick? Dead Calm 
To all VIBE MODELS-
Thanx , you got the VIBES! 
RON-
When? PE2 
Kenya Corbett, 
You have walked me beyond the 
walls of my protection and 
helped me to see your affection, 
Mar. 2, Happy Birthday ! 
--W.C. 
Commander SSE, 
If you are feeling better how 
does a visit to the Pyramids 
sound ? There won't be any 
alarm clocks. 1 promise. 
-- Lieutenant Commander Coco 
Good luck to the Brothers of 
4423. Hopefully we can make 
that journey together. -- Fab 
Askhari, 
If you suck my soul I will lick 
your FUNKY emotions. 
The Poet 
Dana, 
Hey baby ! Hope 2CU real soon. 
-- Fred 
Harnma-- Yo sands, be strong 
remember diamonds are t·orever . 
The Prex 
Am I spilling my guts 
for nothing? I really think 
that you can be my Significant 
Other ....... Please Stay .... It's 
cold up north· and boring!!! 
Besides, I know you 
want me!!!!!!!!!! 
Love, 
Frankie and Johnny 
Mississippi Masala 
Yo Sands, 
Be strong. Diamonds are 
forever. 
The Prex 
Yo, steppin' to the A.M. we 
got you on the step noor 6 • 9. 
Good job Lady Bison 
Dear Brian, next time follow 
the Hilltopics deadline. GLD 
Hilltop staff: The paper's 
looking better and better. 
Only seven more issues to. go ! 
If Your Nails Aren 't· Becqmin g to You, 
You Should be Coming to 
Tips ~ith 
Sculptured 
Overlay 
$45 
Reg,(S60) 
Wi th Cc>u. pon Only 
tJ.,t rla.il Sa.lo,,, 
2616 Georgia Avenue N.W. 
· (Next Door to H.oward Copy) 
Appointment or Walk-Ins Welcome 
Hours : Mond;.\-Satu~day-9:30-Until .. . (20_) 232-8875 . 
• 
• 
' • 
• 
Gel/Silk / 
Fiberglass 
Wraps 
$45 
Rcg.($60) 
Wi1b CQupon Only 
I 
Fill-Ins 'Pedicure 
. $25 $25 
Reg.($30) 
Wilb Cou.pon Onty 
: Reg.($35) 
• Witb Cou.pon Only 
• 
• 
• 
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Charles Solomon, #42, tips in a basket against Delaware. · 
THE HILLTOP • 
ar season c 1:1mps 
By Preston Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Men 's Basketball Team accomplished the improbable last Thursday 
night by defeating the Delaware State Hornets, 79-65, before 2, 475 fans in 
Burr Gymnasium to capture the regular season 1991-92 Middle Eastern 
Athletic Conference ( MEAC) title. . 
The Bison, undefeated (8-0) inside the Burr Gymnasium in c6nfe~ence play 
this season, were led by senior forward Kelsey Sturdivant 's 17 points and 11 
rebounds, senior guard Manin Huckaby 's 15 points and senior fotward Julius 
··Juice'' McNeil 's 14 points as Howard took advantage of a 26 point first half 
lead to coast 10 the division title. 
In the firs1 half, the Bison appeared to be three steps ahead of the ijomets in 
every facet of the game as they raced to a 45-21 lead to end the half. At one 
point in the first half, the Bison had a 31-7 advantage as they butrebounded, 
outhustled and outshot the Hornets and totally dominated Delaware State as 
the Bison improved on their record ( 14-13, 12-4) . 
The win brought the Bison regular season to a story-book ending as Bison 
players celebrated their victory by fo llowing tradition of cutting the game nets. 
Afterwards, they ran off into the locker room waving one finger [signaling 
their number one stalus] in the air to demonstrate their pride in accomplishing 
a regular season title. 
Despite the victory, however, the Bi sOn realize that the real season begins 
as they travel to Norfolk, Ya. to play in the MEAC Tournament in the Norfolk 
Scope. 
''We worked so hard under hard conditions. long hours, and tough competi-
tion," Huckaby said. ''Teams like Minnesota, Ohio State, and Louisvi lle 
forced us to work even harder. I'm just happy to say that I'm a pan of this 
team. But ii won't be complete until we win the MEAC:' 
In the second half, the easy baskets that the Bison experienced in the first 
half came to an abrupt end as the Hornets climbed back into the game behind 
the scoring of Delaware State 's Tyrone Boger who finished with 13 point s. 
Nevenheles,s, the Hornets turned out 10 be of little or no match for the pumped 
up Bison. 
The Bison won their founh regular season championship in 13 seasons. 
Previous Bison titles were won during the 1979-80. 1982-83, and 1986-87 sea-
sons. ' 
'' I give a lot of credit to A.B. Williamson (fonner Head Coach) because he 
is still very mucl1 a part of this [championship].'' Huckaby said. ;'Because a lot 
of us [players] were brought here by him." 
The Bison played to a sell -out aud ience for the second time in a row as the 
Howard student body, led by the forever present Soul Squad and Band, hi1ve 
really started supponing the team after offering very little suppon during their 
slow start. But some players disagree by suggesting that the Bison fans have 
been supponive all along. 
''I want to thank the administration, faculty, athletic depanment and espe-
cially the student-body who supported us.'' Huckaby said. ';Because we would 
not have made it this far without them. '' 
Going into Notfolk. the Bison will be the lop-seeded team and could look 
forward to tough competition as every team in the conference will be looking 
forward to playing - and upseting - the Bison who. in the pre-season, were 
picked to fini sh sixth in the conference by MEAC coaches. Surprise ! 
Surprise! Surprise! 
Photo by Teresa Burnell 
#23, Julius McNeil, a senior forward, cuts the victory nets. 
Alfred 'Butch' Beard is 
• 
MEAC Coach of the Year 
By Preston Jenkins 
, 1-lilltop Staff \Vriter 
After just t\'-/O seasons at tl1e helm 
of tl\e Men ·s Basketball tean1. Bison 
head coach Alfred ··Butch·· Beard 
was named the 1992 
Middle Eastern Athletic 
Conference Coach of the Year after 
leadine a team full of determined 
-achievers to the MEAC regular sea-
son title. 
The award came as \'Cf)' little sur-
prise after Coach Beard was recog-
nized throughout the league for doing 
a yeo111an 's job wi1h a team that 1,vas 
not enti rely recruited by him or his 
staff. Onl)' two players (freshinen 
To111my Brown and An Cro\vder) 011 
tl1e curre11t roster were actually 
recruited by Beard. 
''He's done a11 outstandi11g job.·· 
said Lady Bison head Coach Sanya 
Tyler. ··1·m very happy for him. 
Anytime )'O U can take sombod)' 
else ·s baby and make them play for 
)'O U. then you·ve accompli sh·ed 
something.'' 
Butch Beard has an overall coach-
ing record of 22 wins and 33 losses 
( 19 wins and 13 losses in the 
MEAC ). After going a miserable 8-
20 in his firs t season, Coach Beard 
ca1ne in to thi s season expeCting to 
win son1e ball games. And ~an be 
considered somewhat of a genius 
after scheduling possiQly the toug~­
est schedule in Bison history that 
allowed the Bison to prepare for their 
conference competition. 
··1·111 r"e:1ll}• l1<11JPY fo .. r Coach 
Beard."" said sc11ior gl1~1rct Mi1rtin 
1-l uckaby. \i:ho w;1s 011 1l1c com111it1ee 
to select Beard 10 become the head 
coach after tl1e departure of former 
head coach a11d .Biso11 basketball pio-
neer A.B. \.V illiamson. ''He had to 
take a bunch of guys, that he never 
sa:w before, never talked to before 
and try to Wi11. A11d he's dorte it." 
But fo~ th o~c that k11ow Coach 
Beard , they know that lie is a winner 
ahd an excellent Stl1de11t of the game. 
According to 1991-92 Official Bison 
Media Gu ide. Beard starred colle-
giately at the Univers it)' of Louisville 
from 1966 to 1969, e11ming conse11-
sus all -Americar1 ho11ors during the 
, -
/_ ·-
1968-69 season. He is presently 
ranked in the Top 15 on the 
Cardinal 's all-tiine scoring list with 
1, 580 career points. 
His 19.0 career scoring average is 
second only to former team1nate and 
current Wa shington Bullet head 
coach Wes Unseld among Louisville 
career sconng averages. 
The height of his NBA pl aying 
career caine in 1972 when he was 
r1an1ed to the Al l-Star team and in 
1975 when he played with 1he world-
cha111pion Golden State Warriors. 
To 1,vatch Coach Beard on the 
Bison bench is quite an experience as 
well. He is known for his cool. calm 
and collective tactics to go along 
with his brilliant X and 0 game 
plans. Yet, i11 prac1ice, he is a 
changed man, very often yelling and 
screaming, and making sure that he 
gets his point across to the players. 
And to watch his team, it is not 
hard to realize that he stresses offen-
sive discipline and tough, hard-nosed 
defense. But more in1portant than 
anything. Coach Beard has earned 
the respect from his players and now 
based on the fact that the MEAC 
coaches voled him Coach of the Year, 
he has earned even more respect 
from his peers. 
'' It 's good 10 be recognized by 
your peers, but this honor goes to a 
lot of others. The players have 
worked hard and the coaches have 
worked hard, so there are a lot of 
people behind this award ,,. Coach 
Beard said. 
-
' Photo by Preston Jenkins Julius McNeil surveys a job well done as his team vies for the MEAC championship. 
' 
, 
Photo by Teresa Burnell 
1991-92 Rookie of the Year, Tommy Brown, dribbles his way past a Delaware 
State opponent. Brown, a 6'2" guard, is from Lexington, Kentucky. 
, 
' 
ter a s ow start, 
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Basketball team improves record from last season 
By Andrea Williams 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The HO\\'ard University's men 's basketball team is in 
Norfolk Va. , this weekend participating in the Mid-
Eastern Atlantic Conference (MEAC) Tournament. Not 
only are they participating in the t?umament, but 1~ey.are 
going into the tournament leading the MEAC 10 JUSt 
Coach Alfred ''Butch'' Beard's second year at the helm. ' 
The Tournament began March 5, but !he Bison had a bye 
for placing first in 1he f\.1EAC. . 
The Bison stalled off sort of sluggishly because they 
competed against non-conference Divisi?n I team~ like 
Ohio State and Louisville in games in which they did not 
fair to well. However, they did defeat a cor11petitor fron1 
the Big East Mian1i. After the rocky s1art the Bison were 
2-11 going in to MEAC play. 
The Bison has gone on to be a team of star players, 
instead of just one or tWo players leading the pack. It has 
been a combined effort throughout the season. In the 
Bison 64-61 'win ea rl ier this se'ason against South 
Carolina State it was the freshman, Tommy Brown, who 
stepped up 10 be a key player despit~ his rookie status .. 
Midway through the season the Bison began to excel 10 
MEAC play. Coming off a victory over University of 
Maryland-Eastern Shore 87-54 and escaping Coppin Slate 
66-64, !he Bison then went on 10 Baltimore (where they 
were favored to win), to take on one our more fierce 
MEAC rivals the Morgan State Bears. The Bison went on 
to defeat the Bears soundly 78-63. 
These wins improved the Bison record to 8-11 overall 
and 6-2 in MEAC play. The impressive play kept the 
Bison within reach of first place. More importantly, at the 
midway point of the season, the Bison had already won as 
many games (8) as they had won the entire last season. 
Things were definitely looking up. ~ 
Senior forward. JUiius McNeil , was expected to be one 
of the top scorers througho1:1t the season and he showed 
his worth along wilh junior guard Milan Brown and 
senior guard Howard Holley scoring 14,14 and 13 points 
respectively. At the end of January the Bison were just 
one game out of first place: 
The Bison continued to play exceptionally well and 
had a seven game winning streak until they lost a heart -
breaker due to bad officiating down at North Carolina 
A&T 66-65. They then went to South Carolina State 
where the Bulldogs handed the Bison their second 
straight loss. • 
Overall the season was successful. Coach Beard has 
done an excep1ional job in resurrecting a: bison club and 
, 
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Coach 
Sanya Tyler 
was cool 
and classy 
as the 
Lady Bison 
vied for the 
top spot. 
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own 
The 
Soul Squad 
and 
Cheerleaders 
brought all 
the noise 
needed for 
each game . 
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Charles Solomon# 42, and Julius McNeil# 23, display solid defense . 
TERESA 
· . 
Kelsey 
Sturdivant 
went up 
strong for 
another 
bucket. 
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Johanna Wilson 
How1. ya 
like 'em 
now? 
The quiet consensus was that 
Coach Alfred "But&h" Beard was 
crazy. He had to be crazy. What 
other reason co ul d a rational 
hun1an being give \vhich would 
explain \\1hy he scheduled his 
··sorfY'' team against teams like 
the Louisville Cardinal s~ 
I 11ever took the time out to con-
s icier whether or 11ot he was crazy, 
bLtl I did ask myself \vhy he would 
,..,~1 1 1t 10 en1barrass his team. After 
all. the 1990-91 season had hand-
e.cl 1l1e Bi so n :1 8-20 overall 
reco rcl-not to men tio11 a 7-9 
Mideaster11 Athletic Conference 
(MEAC ) record. This pitiful 
rCC(Jrd eave 011lookers grounds to 
' conc lt1de that the Howard 
University Men ·s Basketball Team 
\V<lS 1101 011ly ··sorry··. but their 
coach was also stupid. 
So, !:1st Noven1ber I \vent to 
\ 1isi1 Beard. The i11itial reason for 
111y visit was to introduce mysel 
:1s Sports Editor of THE HILL-
TOP. Howe,•er. upon entering his 
office, \Ve began to discuss the 
0L1tcon1e of an exhibition game his 
1iea111 had played against the 
Buru11di National Touring Team o 
Afric~1. The Bison had won the 
game 82-42. but Beard was not 
fn1pressed \\iith hi s team's perfor-
r11ance. 
··our 1ean1 did not play with the 
ir1te1sity tha t they will need to 
pl<1y 1l1e schedule we have now," 
Be;1rd s<1id. ''Tl1is lack of intensity 
'''<IS tl1e cL1l1Jrit i11 a four-gam~ los-
i11g streak at tl1e begin11ing of the 
~e;1son. 
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-Photo courtesy of Carrol T Smith 
Angelitta Ellipt #33, a senior guard, concentates as she is on the mark for another two points. 
Rosalyn Evans: The 
eye of the survivor 
By Preston Jenkins 
7 
ler at rei s 
by Andrea Williams 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The Lady Bison struggled 
throughout a lot of the season. 
From the beginning the women 
have had their troubles losing their 
first nine games eight of which 
were road games. The women 
finally got a bit of luck as they 
knocked off Mid-Eastern Atlantic 
Conf-frence (MEAC) champions 
and arch rival North Carolina A&T 
54-53. 
The Lady Bison's luck did not 
last for long as they dropped their 
next three games. The women 
were not utilizing their strengths 
one of which is 6-foot forward 
Annette Lee. Lee lead the Lady 
Bison in the A&T game finishing 
with 19 points and 15 rebounds. 
, The women went on to suffer a 
loss at home at the hands of James 
Madison. Lee only scored eight 
points. The Lady's received a long 
talking to by Coach Sanya Tyler 
about their ''lackluster play'' and 
midway through the season the 
Lady Bison managed to post a 4-4 
MEAC record which put them right 
in the middle of the pack. The 
women also made a change in uni-
forms. Coach Tyler told a Hilltop 
reporter earlier in the season that in 
response to lack of fan support, she 
has decided to have the lady's wear 
the road blue uniforms. 
The Bison went on to win back-
to-back games o.ver Morgan State 
and Coppin State. The Bison trav-
elled to Baltimore with pnly eight 
players, who were used efficiently. 
The Lady Bison dropped an excit-
ing game to Mount Saint Mary's at 
home in which they lead by JO 
points at the half, but Jost their 
momentum in the second half. The 
Lady Bison then, regrouped to be 
Coppin State in their second meet-
ing of the season. 
The women went on a four-day 
swing through the Carolinas to play 
North Carolina A&T and South 
Carolina State. The Lady Bison 
escaped the Lady Aggies in an 
exciting and physical game 56-52. 
The Lady Bison were led by senior 
forward Rosalyn Evans' 13 points 
three rebounds and four steals and 
sophomore sensation Lee's 13 
points and seven rebounds. 
The ladies then traveled to take 
on South Carolina State only to 
lose to the first place Bulldogs 68-
61. The Bison cut a 19 point 
deficit, but could not come all the 
way back as the Lady Bulldogs 
escaped their grip. . 
Much like the men, the women 
do not rely on one or two stars to 
carry the team, but an entire team 
of stars to play consistently~ The 
Lady Bison have also had lots of 
help throughout their season from 
sophomore guard Dorothy Hunter-
W i lliams who has~ been named 
MEAC rookie of 'the week twice 
this season and is considered to be 
a strong candidate for rookie-of-
the-year honors in the MEAC. 
Coach Tyler has already been a 
championship coach. She is the 
only coach in MEAC history to win 
six tournament titles and the fll"St to 
represent the conference in the 
NCAA tournament. The coaching 
experience is there and so will be 
the ladies. 
Tl1e 111en·s baskelball tean1 
"'ou ld enter this year·s season los-
i11~ 10 the Louisville Cardinals 
(7J-102). Florida Gators (60·74). 
Mir1r1esota Golden Gophers (54-
95). ar1d Nor theastern (67-71) 
before bea 1i11g the Miami 
HL1rric:1r1es 64-55. Whe1  the fe l-
1~1 s \\1011 that ga1ne. I thought , 
111~\)' be Coach '' Butch·· Beard is 
<;ar1c a1·1cr al l. Tl1an. it dawned on 
n1c- tl1c 111;1n w;1s damn sn1art. 
· Hilltop Staff Writer 
Ball in 
the Blood 
' 
Be;1rcl k11ew (even though he 
didn't tell 111e) that by playing 
tl1csc big conference 1ean1s that 
his team would come in like gang-
busters once they hit 1he MEAC. 
But before they climbed to the 
top 01· 1heir co11ference, the Bison . 
ct11ne blO\\'-to-bJo,v \vith teams 
like tl1e Ohio Stale Buckeyes, 
Toledo Rockets, Pai ne College 
Lions. and the \Visconsin Badgers. 
All tl1ese te<1m handed the team 
losses. 
One day. my momma, who is 
not much of a sports fan, ca lled 
and said. ·•Joey, why is the basket-
ba l I team playing people they 
ct1n 't beat? Dan1n, can't they win 
011e ga1ne?'' 
But soon after the streak of 
losses, tl1e mens' basketball team 
~tarted kicking butt. Now, during 
tl1 c hon1e ga111es, instead of a 
bunch of people profil ing for the 
good looking fo lks in the stands, 
HU st udents were into the game. 
So unlike i11 the past when people -
sat in the stands looking hared to 
death. students were yell ing, ''Go 
Juice", "Put Milan back on the 
bcncl1,"' a11d other things in sup-
port (or in di sgust) of their 
f;1\•orite players. 
Seemingly overni ght, the 
''sorry'' team and the ''crazy'' 
co:.1ch ht1d gained added respect 
~111d quieted a hoard of disbeliev-
ers \Vho ques tioned the coach's 
ability to preserve the Bison team. 
It \Vas t1lso during this instant 
\vin11i11g streak th11t my friends at 
Sout l1 Ca rolina State College 
sto pped considering Beard 's 
Bison ''just another team." Not 
011ly were they a formidable oppo-
nen t, but they now had the ability 
to be11t your butt and beat it well. 
The Bison's only losses in the 
MEAC can1e by the way o 
Delaware State, Florida A & M, 
South Carolina State College, and 
North Carolina A &.T .. Yet in spite 
of those losses, Beard 's Bison 
reigned supreme. The ''c razy'' 
coach and his ''sorry'' team . were 
now tied for first place in the 
MEAC with a record of 12-4 with 
Nonh Carolina A & T. 
So what does that quiet consen-
sus think now? Well, who knows? 
Yet, I can almost guarantee that 
from here to etei"nity people will 
not hastily question the thinking 
of Alfred ''Butch'' Beard. This 
season he may have planned a dif-
ferent route' for his team, but the 1 
way was worth it. 
Even though there are several seniors on the Lady Bison 
squad, there is one senior whose spirit and tenacity was tested 
to its fullest capacity during the 1991 -92 season. Rosalyn 
Evans, a 5' IO'' senior forward, from Columbia, S.C., is this 
senior. 
Not that the highly explosive scorer was no longer pumped 
to play the game, it is just that this season alone, she has had 
so many ups and downs, potholes and obstacles and trials and 
tribulations to contend with that she has learned to take every-
thing in stride. 
When the Lady Bison played at Morgan State earlier this 
year, they did so without Evans ~ho was back in Columbia, 
S.C., attending an unexpected and tragic funeral. Her mother, 
Miriam Evans, died of a heart attack. Since her death, Evans 
has decided to dedicate the rest of the season to her mother. 
All-MEAC and More 
When Evans got the chance 10 play Morgan State on 1he 
second time around this past Saturday in Burr Gymnasium, 
she exploded for 21 points on 10-15 shooting from the field, 
four rebounds, four assists and one steal. 
But it is ~not how many points ~he scored, it is how she 
scored them-'drives to the hoop, finger-rolls, jump-shots, 
offensive reb6unds off the creative passes of her teammates 
like senior g1,1rrd LaTesha Williams, senior forward Angelitta 
Elliot and,J!.1other senior and blue·collar player Willena 
Robson. ' 
After earning All-MEAC honors in 1989-90, her first sea-
son, for averaging 13.5 points and 6.8 rebounds, she was also 
named to the Black College all-Rookie squad and made a 
name for herself on a team that was full of big-time players 
that Coach Sanya Tyler recruited. 
LaSt year Evans started 15 games and averaged 10.5 points 
and 5.8 rehounds. At the start of the season, she only needed 
321 points to become only the sixth Lady Bison in history to 
reach the 1,000 point club. After scoring 253 points so far 
th is season ( 12.0 points per game, even after miss ing four 
games this season) she is just 68 pojnts shy of reaching this 
prestigious plateau. 
''It is no question that she has developed into the player 
that 1 expected and hoped she 'd become," Coach Tyler said. 
And for those lucky enough 10 have the opportunity to 
watch her play, the general consensus suggests that she is 
nothing short of spectacular. Very few athletes have been able 
to play the game with as much intensity, style and sportsman-
ship as Evans. Against Morgan State last Saturday, she did 
nlore than just lead her team in scoring, she led the team in 
effort, hustle and court savvy. 
''If there is such an action as perseverance, then she exem-
plifies it," Coach Tyler said. ''I'm not sure that there are 
many athletes that could come through the adversity and still 
look upon game day as a challenge." 
Growing 
up with six 
brothers 
(A nthon·y, 
Mich ae l, 
B y r on , 
Barn. Louis, 
Curtis and 
brother-in-
law Victor) 
and one sis· .... 
ter (Carol), 
Evans had 
no choi ce 
but to learn 
• 
the game of 
basketball. 
Iron ica ll y, 
however, it ...... 
was her sis- Photo courtesy ot P1Hton Jetti• Rosalyn Evans,# 12, a senior forward, Is a Lady Bison team captain as well as a recrea)lonal 
therapy major. Evans was recently selected as a pri!-season ALL-MEAC, candidate. ter that got her started 
in softball ,_ 
and slowly Evans moved on to basketball. c· 
As Evans started to watch her brother Barn practice in high 
school , she eve~tually got the feeling that basketball could be 
her sport, too. 
" I s1ar1ed to feel like basketball could be a sport that I 
could master," Evans said. And the rest, like they say, is his-
tory. . 
So whal is the driving force that keeps Evans going? 
··My mother's spirit," Evans_ said. '' ~t 's still hard to accept 
thal my mother is dead. In so many way~ my mothe.r and I 
were so much alike it was deadly. She was very outgoing and 
1 just wish that I could be half the woman that she _was.'' . 
Even though Evans is away from home, she strll keeps tn 
contact with her family on a regular basis, and her brothers 
attend many games faithfully. So Evans is not alone. Her 
support structure is massive and intact. 
Under the Influence of Tyler 
Coach Tyler was Evans' first introduction to HOward 
University as an institution and will defi~itel~ be among her 
fondest memories of her years at the Un1vers1ty. After one 
of her high school games, Coach Tyler approached her ahout 
becoming a student-athlete at Howard. 
''It was sort of funny the way we met," Evans said. ''She 
[Coach Tyler] told me that she had actually came to see 
another girl play. She kinda stepped out of the shadows a lit-
tle bit and told me that she was from Howard. 1 was happy to 
hear that she was from Howard because I had heard so much 
about Howard and I had always \\'anted to come here since 
the 8th grade." 
''I was at the game to see someone else and I noticed her 
warming up, she had such a nice form . But you know how a 
lot of players look good in warm-ups and~ind up sitting on 
the bench the whole game, so I decided to watch her. And 
when it was all said and done I offered her money (scholar-
ship money) right there on the spot," Coach Tyler said. 
Once she got to Howard what is it like playing for Coach 
Tyler? "It's challenging because she expects a lot of you . 
She's an excellent coach. She's taught me a lot of things 
about basketball and ahout life. It's like she was born to be a 
coach. She's more than just a coach she is a friend," Evans 
said. 
"That's one of the things I like ahout her, we can leave 
basketball inside the gym. When we walk outside the gym 
we can just play around and have fun and I can talk to her," 
Evans added. 
''We have a relationship that is not predicated on athlet- ·' 
ics," Coach Tyler said earlier this season. ''We have a friend-
ship.'' And part of that friendship was demonstrated when 
Coach Tyler missed the Morgan State game to attend the 
funeral with Evans. A gesture that most coaches probably 
would not even consider, but it's certainly the kind of gesture 
in which memories and enduring friendships are made. · 
''I can't even tell you how that made me feel," Evans said. 
''Words can't describe how I felt, it made me feel so much 
better.'' 
But this attitude is typical of her feelings toward the 
University in geperal. ''Being here at. Howard is an experi-
ence that I will never forget. 1 came m here a teenager and 
I'm leaving a grown woman," Evans concluded. 
Bison sweep trophies a t r e c ent banquet 
By Preston Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
NORFOLK, Va.- Prior to the start of the 
1992 Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
(MEAC) Tournament all of the players, 
coaches, trainers and administrators com-
prising the entire conference gathered at the 
Hotel Norfolk for the Tip-Off Banquet to 
present awards 10 The Coach of the Year, 
Rookie of the Year, !st Team All-MEAC 
and the All-Rookie Team for men's and 
women's basketball. 
Howard University walked away with 
I 
three individual awards and one team award 
at the March 4th banquet. SecOnd year 
Coach Alfred ''Butch'' Beard was awarded 
the 1992 MEAC Coach of The Year, fresh-
man point guard Tommy Brown was v?ted 
The 1992 Rookie of the Year, Lady Bison 
Dorothy Hunter-W~ms was named to the 
first team All-Ro~i.e"'unit and .the men'.s 
team got their first glance at their champi-
onship trophy. · 
Dorothy Hunter-Williams, a 5-foot-8 
inch sophomore from Pompano Beach, Fla., 
finished 15th in the MEAC conference in 
scoring with 10.8 points per game average. 
Despite the first team selection, many play-
ers and coaches in the conference felt that 
Hunter-Williams was snubbed by not being 
voted The 1992 Rookie of the Year. 
Hunter-Williams sat out the 90-91 season 
because of Proposition 48, a National 
Collegiate Athletic Association rule that 
requires all freshinan student-athletes th~t 
do not score a minimum of 700 on their 
SAT to sit out a year. 
But that did not stop Hunter-Williams 
from putting the leagi.ie o~ frre t~is ~eason. 
She provided the Lady Bison with 1nst~t 
offense, persistent defense .• aggressive 
rebounding and excellent passing. 
Tommy Brown, a 6-foot-2 inch guard 
from Lexington, Ky., averaged 5.8 points 
per game as he played 555 minutes and 
established himself as a steady ball handler 
and a solid defensive player. 
Despite the successfully regular sea~on, 
the announcem.ent came as a surprise. 
"First of all, I was shocked and then I was 
happy," Brown said. "I want to thank 
Coach Beard and the coaching staff for giv-" 
ing me the opportunity to grow and learn as 
I played." 
Brown, a member of the Nati?nal Honor 
Society, started 19 games for this year and 
provided the quickness in the backcourt that 
Howard needed to compete successfully. 
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Men set 
sights on 
NCAA 
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E\•eryone loves a .win ner. 
\Vhe n the 111e11 's basketball t ea1n 
started the season pl:1)1ing against 
col~ege basketball's elite teams the 
Biso11 did no'! look so \\1ell. They 
did not .play well. but they played 
!1ard: A11d wha t h11ppe11s when 
you work l1:1rd'! Arid play hard? It 
stans to p:1y off - big. 
The Biso11 put together a mag~ 
nificer1t seven ga1ne streak only to 
have i i end in co11troversy last 
mo11th in Greensboro. N.C. And 
1hc11 South Carolina State added 
ins1.1lt 10 injury by beating them 
l\.\10 days later on the last second 
hefoics of junior for,vard Jackie 
Robinson's t\\'O footer \1:ith two 
seco11ds rc111aini11g. 
But how did tl1e Bison respond? 
They ca1ne back to the Burr 
Gy111nasiu1n and pounced Middle 
Eastern Atl1le1ic Co11fe rence 
(MEAC) Tournan1ent rivals 
Morgan Sti1te a11d Dela\\'are State 
lO m11i11tain 1t1eir share of first 
place. And goi11g into the MEAC 
the Bison is looked upo n as the 
te<1111 to beat. 
Perhaps the success of the 
Bison could be credited to the 
MEAC's Coach of. the Year for 
1992 Alfred ''Bu1cl1'' Beard. 
Perhaps the success can be 
attributed to the reliability and 
leadersl1ip of Jtilius ''Juice·· 
McNeil. Or perhaps - and more 
than likely - the success of the 
Bison can be atlributed to a num-
ber of players. 
To1111n)' Bro'''n. the MEAC 
rookie of the ye:ir: junior point 
guard Mila11 Brown, who has 
sa\•ed tl1e Bison fro111 virtual doom 
- scvcr<1I ti111es: transfer fo rward 
Ch:irles Solor11011, 1!1e rnai11 n1an in 
the 111id{lle; Manin Huckaby, the 
senigr gl1ard and qu iet stornr" 
beh1 1Jd tl1e three poi nt circl e; 
How:1rd Holley, the designated 
goocl luck chatm 1hat has brought 
tl1e Biso11 rnuch niore than luck; or 
1,11hat :1bout the kid from New 
Jersey. Art Crowder: And oh yeah, 
Kelsey Sturdivant the gu)' that 
docs the dirt)' work - and doesn't 
con1plai11. 
These :ire jl!st a fe1,v of the ele-
mc11ts to the s.uccess of the Bison. 
So 110\\ adays. Joy Jeffries. the firs t 
ye:.ir ~ecre1ary for the Bison, has 
hec11 busy m:1king su re that every-
1hi11g rt111~ ~inoothly- and she 
does :.i dan1n good job. Jeffries is a 
symbol of the :.i11itude the Bison 
exucle tl1i~ sc:ison: fresh. cool, _pro-
fessiont1I. htird-workinl!: and confi~ 
,dent. 
• 0 
So111e of tl1e .~:.in1e people that I 
l1eard cri1icizi r1g, the .Bis on earl ier 
this )1e:1r are tile same 011es fi rst in 
line <11 the Cr1111J,_ton Box Office -
kno1,vi11g th<1t a Bison ticker is·a hot 
i1e111 of l<1te. The last two games 
were sell-ot1ts. 
The Biso11 got nat ional expo-
sure this year on Black 
Enicrtainme111 [Television' and even 
though they loss they proved to 
111illions th:11 a 101J-notch program 
is in the 111aking. In fact. the Bison 
didn't even pla)' \veil against 
North Carolina A & T. and they 
~till aln1os.t 1,von. 
When you talk to the players 
you get the feeling tl1at they know 
they're gOO(! - but can be beaten. 
Al 1nost 1t1e pe rfec t attitude. 
Cor1fider1t er1ough to expec1·io win 
iind huntble enougl1 to play to win. 
And tl1e Biso11 have 1he Aggies of 
A & T the thank for keep!ng them 
• ht1mblc. 
This was supposed to be a sea-
son in review. Bui the season is 
not over yet. ''I t won't ,be com-
plete until we win the MEAC," 
Huckaby said. 
E\1en after being picked in pre-
season polls to fi nish in 1he middle 
of the pack the Bison will consider 
th is season to be a sli ght disap-
poin11ne111 if they don't win it all. 
And what happens if they win 
the tournament? 
''The tear11 that is able to stay 
focused for tl1ree days will get to 
represent the MEAC in the NCAA 
tour11 amen1 ,·: Coach Beard said . 
Talk about incentive .... 
It is arnazing wl1at winning can 
do for a te<1m. More phone lines, 
more n1oney fo r travel, bigger 
recruiting budget, better unifonns, 
better trave l accommodations, bet-
ter odds in recruiting top talent 
ancl rnore in1po rt an 1Jy - more 
respect . 
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to Bowar to earn business e ee 
By Jason A. Calhoun 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It is an old story, retold too often. 
A promising young athle1e goes off 
to school and enjoys a brilliant col -
lege career. His talents bring him all 
the awards and prestige the sport can 
give, except one thing- a degree. 
This faceless athlete, Kenneth Lee, 
goes on to take his shot at a profes-
sional career. Then the unexpected 
happens-an injured knee. shoulder, or 
just simply not having what it takes 
brings his career to an end. Now, just 
another face in the crowd, this athlete 
must make a life for himself with just 
a high school diploma . 
Pursuing a career in professional 
sports is a risky business- if the dice 
come up craps you need to be pre-
pared 10 do something else. Lee 
knows this all to well, and is taking 
steps to secure hi s future while 
attempting to make ir as a 1ennis pro-
fessional. 
Lee. who is 24-years-o\d , has 
retu rned to Howard to complete hi s 
degree in accounting. A miss ion 
which he put 1on hold for a year as he 
strove for success in the world of pi-o-
fess ional tennis. 
Lee was a stand out tennis player 
for Howard in 1990, and he Jed the 
1nen's tenn is tean1 that yea r 10 a 
Middle Eastern Athletic Conference 
(MEAC) Championship . During his 
third and final year of collegiate com-
petition. he played number one sin-
gles and compiled a record of 17 
wi ns and onl y four losses . 
In the summer of 1990, with some 
amateur ci rcui t tournaments under 
his belt. Lee hit the pro circuit. In the 
past year. Lee has continued to enjoy 
some success. 
Th e Associa tio n of Tenni s 
Professionals (ATP) computer has 
him ranked amo11g the top 500 play-
ers in the world. He has participated Lee said that no matter how suc· 
in the Sovran Bank Tennis Classic cessful he becomes as a professional 
here in Washington, the U.S. Open, tennis player, he will feel incomplete 
the Austra1ian Open and most recent- if he can not bring a Howard 
ly the U.S. Pro Indoor Championship University diploma home to hi s 
in Philadelphia, Pa. mother in New York. Other than his 
There are not many blacks in the mother, no one else in his family has 
spon of tennis. Lee estimates that of a degree. 
the top 1,200 players recorded in the ''One day I cou ld blow my knee 
ATP computer less than 20 are black. out and my tennis career would be 
Out of those 1,200 tennis profession- over. l want to make sure I have 
als, Lee is currently ranked 437. He something to fall back on," Lee said. 
admitted that being one of a handful '' I' m wa lk ing a tightrope and my 
of blacks on the ATP tour makes degree will serve as a net just in case 
things difficult, but he said Howard I fall ," he added. 
has given him the strength to endure. The transition back to school has 
''Howard has provided me with a been more difficult than he anticipat-
strong sense of pride, in my culture ed. ''It 's difficult , but my professors 
• 
and within myself. It has given me and the Student Services Depanment 
the confidence to perform in an arena in the School of Business have made 
where so few African-Americans are things easier," he said. 
participating," Lee said. Outside of classes and homework, 
Lee, who is considered an excep- Lee spends his time working out with 
tional athlete among his peers, has the tenni s teams. Coach Larry 
always dreamed of playing tennis Strickland , who coached Lee when 
professionally. he played for Howard, said that Lee 
Even though he started playing has been a big help in preparing his 
tennis at 14, he did not acquire a seri- teams for this spring season. 
ous attitude for the game until he was ''Kenney has contributed nicely. 
18-years-old. According to Lee, My players have found his experi -
there were three major influences that ence and insight very valuable," 
inspired him to pursue tennis prof es- Strickland said. 
sional. '' He groomed my personality," 
Wilbert Moore, his oldest brother, said Lee in regards of playing under 
was Lee 's earliest tennis idol , and Coach Strickland. ''He was very 
Moore participated on hi s hi gh influential in shaping, nurturing and 
school tennis team. ''That's how my maturing my character and personali-
initial interest took place," Lee s3id. ty." Kenney now serves as the assis-
Afteiwards, Lee stumbled upon the tant coach for the team. 
likes of Emily Moore. She was a First year player, Frank Scarlett, 
director of a Long Island tennis pro- agreed, ''Kenney has been a big hel p 
gram, and served as Lee's mentor. to me and my game. I'm glad 10 have 
''She used tennis as a recreational him jlround. '' ' :; 
mean to keep kids off of the street , Things seem to be go ing along 
out of gangs, and away from drugs," _..J!Uite well for Kenneth Lee. He is a 
Lee said. ranked tennis professional , who is on " 
In addition to hi s brother and his way to earning a degree from the 
Moore, Lee said that his mother was School of Business, and is currently 
• 
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also instrumental in shaping his deci- negotiating an endorsement deal with~ Kenneth Lee Is ranked in the top 500 tennis players in the wrold. 
sions in tennis and education. a major sporting goods~mpany. 
• Bison on the ball with Brown 
(MEAC), head into this week 's conference tournament , one play-
er in particular has accepted his role exceptionally well . That 
player is 6-foot junior guard Milan Brown. 
Brown, a marketing major from Hampton, Va., will proba-
bly come off the bench this week to give his team an added spark 
as he has done for most of the season. ' 
Brown was the starting guard aJ the beginni ng of 1he season. 
but was replaced by Rookie of rhe Year in the MEAC, Tommy 
Brown (no relation). , 
''When the move was first made, naturally, I wasn't for it 
because I was the starter fo r two years," Brown said. ''At times, it 
helps me because I can see what is going on before I get out 
there. We started winning so I didn 't have much 10 say because 
you can 't argue ~ith success.'' · 
Brown has come through for 1he teanftime after time in the 
clutch. Be it with free throws, down the stretch or last minute 
heroics as was displayed at Maryland-Eastern Shore when he hit 
the game winning shot-Brown delivers. 
When asked what his role was upon entering a game. Brown 
said that it was mainly to provide leadership. ' 'If I see that more 
points need to be scored, then I' ll try to do that, or if I see that 
someqne is unhappy that they are not getting the ball , then I' ll try 
to get it to them. Whatever needs to be done at that time is what 
I will try 10 do,'' he said. 
ferent things from different people 10· try to make my ga1ne bet-
ter," Brown said. 
Deciding on a college did not seem too hard fo r this 21-year-
old as he was impressed with Howard Uni\•ersity. ''Coming i11. l 
knew that I was going to get a chance to play. so that had a big 
effect on my decision. I a1so knew that the school was good aca-
demically," he said. • 
Brown and his tearrunates have meshed together well on the 
court as they have put together an impressive second half of the 
season pushing their record to 14-13 erasing a dismal start. 
;·We ' re all good friends, some closer than others because \\'e 
have been here longer. They respect me and l respect the111:' 
Brown said. 
Under second year head coach Alfred '' Butch'' Beard. 
' Brown has been able to play within Beard 's team oriented struc-
ture. 
''Coach and I have a pretty good relationship. It 's not just bas-
ketball , but we know when it is time to work and it is ti rne to 
play," Brown said. . 
When asked what his team's chances of nailing the NCAA 
1 Tournament are, Brown said, ''I think that we have the best 
·chance out of anybody in our conference for the mere fact that 
we play defense. We have little mono in which we try to keep 
teams under 65 points.'' 
Photo courtesy Sports Information 
Milan Brown is the bomber off the bench. 
Brown staned playing basketball at age five due to the fact 
that his father was a high school football coach and would take 
his son to the school sporting events. 
ln commenting on his overall game, Brown said he likes 
giving the ball up. ''Ever since I've been growing up, I have 
liked to set other people up. I really like to make other people 
look good so to speak, but when I have the shot. I will take it, and 
I am confident enough in my game to know that I can hit it .'' By Jeffrey Anderson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Not everyone is good at accepting roles; be it in school, spons 
or life. However, as the Bison men 's basketball team, regular 
season co-.champions of the Middle Eastern Athletic Conference 
''Since my father was a coach, I was always around sports and 
that is when I found out that I really wanted to get involved," 
' Brown said. He also lettered in footbal l at Kecoughtan High 
School in Virginia. 
Growing up, Brown emulated guards such as Duane ''Pearl' ' 
Washington and Ervin ''Magic'' Johnson. ''Basically, I' ll just 
watch any basketball game on television and just try 10 take dif-
In the near future, Brown hopes to pick up his game and 
become one of the top players in the MEAC nex t season . 
''School wise, I just need to concentrate a little bit more so that 
I ' ll be able to gel the most important thing oul of Howard 
µniversity which is a degree.'' 
Competition among Intramural soccer teams 
By Jeffrey Anderson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
There are many things to do at 
Howard on a Friday night. Going 
to parties and going out on dates are 
just a few examples. However, a 
certain group of students choose to 
spend their Friday nights in the 
Burr Gymnasiun playing intramural 
soccer. 
Every week you will find these 
students going head lo head in what 1 
is sometirrles fierce and rough com-
petition. 
The league, which consists of 
sev.en learns, wi ll begin i•s fourth 
week of round robin tournament 
-play tonight with the top four teams 
advancing to the semi-finals and 
finals. 
Sophomore Kevin Wilson of 
the team entitled ''United Roots'' 
said that he plays basically to keep 
in shape. 
Many of the teams are made up 
of people from the Caribbean which 
provides for an interesting atmo· 
''The atmosphere 
in the gym is excit-
ing because almost 
everyone in there is 
from the Caribbean 
and people come 
out to support their 
team,'' 
--LaDocle Vita 
sphere in the gym. ''The atmo-
sphere in the gym is exciting 
because almost everyone in there is 
from the Caribbean and people 
come out to support their team," 
said fourth year player Max 
Lataillade of "La Dolce Vita." "It 's 
a way of relaxing: I like it because 
it 's very competitive and fun." 
' 'It is always like a festive 
social gathering," said Paul 
Weatherly, Graduate Assistant in 
charge of intramural soccer. ''The 
Caribbean students look forward to 
it every week.'' 
In the third week of play from 
Feb. 28, ''Licensed to Skill'' pushed 
their league leading record . to 3·0 
by thrashing "Testosterone"' 9 to 0. 
In other action, ''La Dolce Vita'' ( 
2-1-0) took care of ''Just for De 
Sweat,'' 4 to 0, and ''United Roots' ' 
( l -1-0) beat ' 'Deadmen's Grave," 3 
to l. 
The leading scorer in the 
league is Ken McKree of ''Licensed 
to Skill" with six goals. Come out 
and be entertained every Friday 
starting at 6 p.m. in Burr Gym. 
• 
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Going for the goal takes determination and strength. 
. . . . . . 
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THE HILLTOP 
>General Assembly Elections Committee 
RESULTS OF ELECTION 19921 
TOTAL i OF VOTES CAST 
HUSH PRESIDENT/UICE PRESIDENT 
BAILEY/DESHIELDS '' 
COLEMAN/SHEPARD 
HOPKINS/McCOY '' 
JEAN/MARTIN 
TLRNER/CARNEY · 
2136 
#OF VOTES 
457 
311 
607 
452 
175 
''SINCE NO SLATE RECEIVJ=D THE REQUIRED 51°/o OF THE TOTAL VOTES 
CAST, NO SLATE CAN BE DECLARED A WINNER AT THIS TIME. 
A AUN-OFF ELECTION WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY MARCH 11 , 1992. 
UNQER&RRDURTE TRUSTEE 
• THE WINNER MUST REC,EIVE A REQUIRED 30% OF THE TOTAL# OF VOTES CAST IN THIS 
• 
CA~. . 
• t 
> 
' 
• 
I 
• 
I 
.. 
' 
KEVIN BRYAN 579 
KALI C. JONES 537 
DARA MONIFA TIPPITT 459 
KEVIN BRYAN WAS DECLARED THE WINNER IN THIS CATEGORY 
6RRDURTE TRUSTEE 
**THE WINNER MUST RECEIVE 30% OF THE TOTAL I OF VOTES CAST IN THIS CATEGORY. 
CRAIG BARKLEY 
GEOA3E fO.J,ES 
WILLIAM JONES 
132 
43 
78 
• 
CRAIG BARKLEY WAS DECLARED THE WINNER IN THIS CATEGORY. 
l 
• 
• 
I 
• 
IC 
• 
RUN·OFF SPEAKOUT- TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 199 
SC~OOL OF BUSINESS AUDITORIUM 7;00 PM 
RUN OFF ELECTIONS. MARCH 11rH 
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